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Micro and Nano Scale Engineered Coatings and Films
Chairs : F. Di Fonzo, F. Fracassi, P. Ossi

The session addressed the modification of surfaces, both by surface treatments and by depositing
suitable surface layers of different thickness, depending on the required application. This
session was composed by 13 oral presentations and 6 posters.
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Lasers in soft material engineering: Laser Direct Writing via Multi Photon
Absorption and Laser Induced Forward Transfer
M.Dinescu*, A. Palla-Papavlu, I.A.Paun, M. Filipescu, A. Moldovan
INFLPR, Atomistilor 409, 77125 Magurele, Romania
*Corresponding author: maria.dinescu@inflpr.ro

In the laser direct writing (LDW) via multi photon absorption (MPA) process, the monomer to
be polymerized homogeneously mixed with a photoinitiator and dissolved in a proper solvent
is poured on a substrate, in a thin and uniform layer, where a focused femtosecond laser beam
is (computer controlled) moved in the sample volume on the desired path and the polymerization
occurs just on the followed trajectory. After laser irradiation, the substrate is "developed" for
removing the nonirradiated, un-polymerized material (by washing with alcohol and deionized
water). 1D, 2D and 3 D structures thus obtained have applications in controlled drug delivery,
tissue engineering, flexible electronics, etc.
LIFT has been successfully used for printing patterns of different materials, in solid or liquid
phase, in form of pixels with accurately controlled of position, shape and functionalities. The
technique is compatible with soft material processing, being successfully applied for
transferring biomolecules in microarrays and biosensors, polymers and polymer stacks for
sensors, OLED's, etc.
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Atmospheric pressure plasmas for energy materials
Davide Mariotti 1
1

Ulster University, NIBEC, Newtownabbey, BT37 0QB, UK
d.mariotti@ulster.ac.uk

Atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) have demonstrated unprecedented versatility for the
synthesis and processing of nanoscale structures. APPs have shown the possibility of producing
thin films, nanostructured coatings, nanoparticles and other complex materials from a variety of
precursors that include solid, liquid and gases (e.g. [1-6]). The synthesis of metallic, metal-oxide
and semiconducting materials has been demonstrated covering a wide range of elements in the
chemical table. Despite research efforts go back only a decade, the quality of the materials
produced by APPs is comparable and in some cases superior to results produced with other
methods (e.g. wet chemistry, low-pressure plasmas).
In this context, microplasmas at atmospheric pressure have played a major role and have
revealed great opportunities for nanoscale engineering, providing unique avenues for accurately
tailoring materials properties. While the scale-up of atmospheric pressure microplasmas has not
been fully demonstrated yet, progress has been made also in this direction which suggests the
possibility of integrating microplasma processes in the fabrication of application devices [7].
In this contribution we will first review the capabilities of APP-based materials synthesis,
highlighting the wide range of achievable morphologies and chemical compositions [4]. We
will then focus on a range of ultra-small nanocrystals in the quantum confinement regime and
explore the corresponding opportunities and challenges. In particular, APP-synthesis of ultrasmall metal and metal-oxides nanocrystals will be presented, highlighting opportunities to tailor
the band energy structure with various strategies that include quantum confinement, tailored
stoichiometry and defect chemistry [8]. The impact of these strategies on photovoltaic and other
energy-relevant application will also be discussed [9-12].
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Atmospheric pressure cold plasma functionalization of 3D polyurethane
foams and heavy metal ions adsorption from water
Vincenza Armenise 1,*, Fiorenza Fanelli2, Francesco Fracassi1,2
1

Department of Chemistry, University of Bari “Aldo Moro”, via Orabona 4, 70126 Bari, Italy
2
Institute of Nanotechnology (NANOTEC), National Research Council (CNR), c/o
Department of Chemistry, University of Bari “Aldo Moro”, via Orabona 4, 70126 Bari, Italy
* vincenza.armenise@uniba.it

Atmospheric pressure cold plasmas have recently gained much interest in surface
functionalization of materials thanks to the absence of expensive and complex pumping
systems necessary for low pressure operations, the easy-to-handle apparatuses and their
compatibility with continuous production processes [1-2]. A very actual issue is the
processing of three-dimensional (3D) porous substrates. In fact, due to the achievable
ignition of the discharge also inside the sub-millimetric pores, it can be possible to treat
uniformly their outer and inner surfaces without effects on their bulk properties [3].
This contribution focuses on the application of dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) to
generate these plasmas and functionalize the surface of the entire structure of commercial
3D open-cell porous polyurethane (PU) foams. In particular, two different experimental
strategies were used: I) the treatment using a DBD in parallel plate electrode configuration
fed by helium and oxygen; II) the deposition of a coating containing carboxylic acid
groups by mean of a DBD plasma jet in coaxial cylindrical configuration fed by helium,
acrylic acid and ethylene [4]. The jet set-up was provided with a xy translator to allow the
enlargement of the substrate area interested by the deposition. Both the approaches
resulted in the ignition of the discharge outside and inside the foam and in an efficient
functionalization of its outer and inner surfaces. The possible utilization of plasma
modified samples for the adsorption of heavy metal ions from water was studied. The
adsorption capacity of PU foams was significantly increased after both plasma processes.
F.Massines, C.Sarra-Bournet, F.Fanelli, N.Naudè and N.Gherardi, Plasma Processes and Polymers, 9 (2012) 1041.
F.Fanelli, Surface & Coatings Technology, 205 (2010) 1536.
F.Fanelli and F.Fracassi, Plasma Processes and Polymers, 13 (2016) 470.
P.Bosso, F.Fanelli and F.Fracassi, Plasma Processes and Polymers, 13 (2016) 217.
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Co-sputtered nanostructured antibacterial coating on air filters
Cristina Balagna1,*, Sergio Perero1, Francesca Bosco1, Chiara Mollea1, Muhammad Irfan1,2
Monica Ferraris1
1

Department of Applied Science and Technology-Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24,
10129, Turin, Italy
2
Department of Materials and Testing, National Textile University, Sheikhupura Road, 37610,
Faisalabad, Pakistan
*corresponding author: cristina.balagna@polito.it

Indoor air quality directly affects occupant health, comfort and productivity. Healthy air
quality is guaranteed by next generation air filtration systems. However, dirt accumulation
and low maintenance of the filtration apparatus lead to microorganism deposition and
growth and to a possible biofilm formation on the surfaces. Thus instead of providing
clean air, filters themselves become a source of contaminated air. This can increase the
risk of infectious diseases. In this work, a nanostructured antibacterial coating was
deposited on glass fibre and metallic air filters by means of radio frequency co-sputtering
technique. Scanning electron microscopy demonstrated the effective coating deposition
on the filter fibres, not occluding the porosity of the filter itself and so not altering its
filtration performances. Filters were exposed, for different times, to a standard bacterial
suspension of S. epidermidis or E. coli by means of a bioaerosol generator. The exposure
of the filters to the bioaerosol, under tested and controlled conditions, represent worst case
scenario where a few minute exposure results in dense bacterial growth on the agar surface
as shown in Figure 1. Antibacterial performances of the coated filters were assessed
evaluating the presence of microbial growth, under and around the filter, on MuellerHinton (MH) agar after an incubation of 48 hours at 37°C; uncoated filters were tested as
control.
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Figure 1. S. epidermidis colonies on MH agar plate after a 3 minutes exposition to bioaerosol and an incubation
at 37°C for 24 hours

Co-sputtered nanostructured coating deposited on filtering materials demonstrated a complete
inhibition of S. epidermidis and E. coli growth (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Evaluation of bacterial growth after filter exposition to bioaerosol (3 minutes) of S. epidermidis or
E.coli and an incubation on MH agar at 37°C for 48 hours: bacterial growth on uncoated glass fibre filter (on the
left); no bacterial growth on coated glass fibre filter (on the right)

Sputtering is considered a green process easy to be industrially scaled-up. These antibacterial
air filters will positively impact on wellbeing, health and safety of the entire population.
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Micro Quantum Dot-Light Emitting Diode and Organic Light Emitting
Diode Direct Patterning (MILEDI)
Francesco Antolini1*, Vladimir Lesnyak2, Anatol Prudnikau2, Marianne Consonni3, Etienne
Quesnel3, Leonardo Orazi4, Jonathon Harwell5, Ifor D.W. Samuel5, Michailovas Andrejus6,
Bernd Richter7, Elisabeth Bodenstein7, Gunther Haas8, Benoit Dugrenil8, Nello Li Pira9,
Maria Margherita Dugand9, Gregory Toker10, Boris Spektor10
1
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(Rome), Italy
2
Technical University of Dresden, Physical Chemistry Bergstr. 66b 01062 Dresden, Germany
3
Université Grenoble-Alpes, CEA, LETI, MINATEC Campus, 17 rue des Martyrs, F-38054 Grenoble
cedex, France
4
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Department of Sciences and Methods for Engineering, Reggio
Emilia, Italy
5
SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of St Andrews, North Haugh, St Andrews Fife,
KY16 9SS, United Kingdom
6
EKSPLA Savanoriu Ave 237 Vilnius LT 02300
7
Fraunhofer Institute for Organic Electronics, Electron Beam and Plasma Technology FEP
MariaReiche-Str.2, 01109 Dresden, Germany
8
MICROOLED BHT, Batiment 52, 7 parvis Louis Neel CS20050, 38040 Grenoble Cedex 9 France
9
C.R.F. S.C.p.A, Physical Analysis Department, GML, Corso Settembrini 40, 10135 Torino, Italy
10 AMSYS Meizarei Tiran 5 Jerusalem 97807 Israel
*Corresponding author: francesco.antolini@enea.it

In this work, some of the advances on the European project MILEDI (www.miledi-h2020.eu)
are reported and commented.
The MILEDI goal is to demonstrate that the combination of the laser/electron beam technology
and the quantum dots (QDs) optical properties are suitable for the micro-LED (mLEDs) and
micro-OLED (mOLEDs) manufacturing. MILEDI project will merge nanotechnology and
photonics as building blocks that arranged in a proper way give rise to a robust technology that
will be applied for industrial production of RGB mLEDs/OLEDs. Photonics and nanomaterials
and their application on device manufacturing are the key issues of the project that will lead to
the realization of a micro-display.
The micro-display is then integrated to create a rear projector for the automotive interior. The
direct integration of rear projection screen on geometrically complex surfaces is the proposed
use of the patterned micro-displays prototypes in MILEDI.
In the first year of the project, the chemistry of the precursor synthesis and decomposition was
studied and the implementation of the direct laser patterning and e-beam for the generation of
QDs was explored as a suitable alternative for the fabrication of hybrid organic/inorganic QDs
[1, 2].
9
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Nanostructured iron oxide thin films as photoanodes for water splitting

A. Milella1,*, P. Bosso1, G. Barucca2, B. Fanelli1 and F. Fracassi1
Dipartimento di Chimica, Università degli Studi di Bari “Aldo Moro’’, Bari, Italy
Dipartimento di Scienze e Ingegneria della Materia, dell’Ambiente ed Urbanistica – SIMAU,
Università Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona, Italy
1

2

*corresponding author: antonella.milella@uniba.it

A great effort is currently devoted to the development of technologies and materials suitable for the
conversion of sunlight into chemical energy by photoelectrochemical water splitting. In this process,
hydrogen is produced, using sunlight and water, by means of a photoactive material that is able to
simultaneously harvest solar light and perform water oxidation (photoanode) or reduction
(photocathode) reaction. Iron(III) oxide in crystalline structure of hematite (α-Fe2O3) is considered a
promising candidate as photoanode, thanks to its gap of 1.9-2.2 eV, allowing visible light absorption
below 650 nm, large earth-abundance, low cost, nontoxicity, along with the stability in water and
under illumination.
Our work focuses on the RF-sputtering deposition of iron oxides (FeOx) thin films, from an iron target,
in Ar/O2 plasmas. Once deposited, films undergo thermal annealing in oxygen atmosphere. Film
chemical composition and structure, as well as photoelectrochemical activity, were investigated as a
function of the oxygen percent in the plasma feed mixture, and of the annealing temperature.
Results show that deposition in pure argon leads to nanostructured iron coatings with an oxide top
layer, converted to hematite (α-Fe2O3) upon thermal annealing. The addition of oxygen to the plasma
feed mixture allows to grow directly hematite coatings. Photocurrents as high as 0.58 and 2.47 mA
cm-2 at 1.23 and 1.7 V vs VRHE, respectively, are achieved upon thermal annealing.
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SERS and DFT study of indigo adsorbed on silver nanostructured surface
V. Mollica Nardo1,*, A. Sinopoli2, L. Kabalan2, R. C. Ponterio1 F. Saija1, S. Trusso1
1

CNR, Istituto per i Processi Chimico-Fisici, V.le Ferdinando Stagno d'Alcontres 37, Messina, Italy

2

Qatar Environment & Energy Institute (QEERI), Hamad bin Khalifa University (HBKU), Doha, Qatar
*corresponding author: mollica@ipcf.cnr.it

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a widely used tool in the identification of
organic dyes in works of art. Indigo is among the most used organic pigment, its identification can
therefore give important information about the provenience and the making of the investigated work
of art. In this work, we combine Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) experiments with
density functional theory (DFT) computations of the Raman frequencies of indigo and an indigo
molecule adsorbed onto a silver surface made of 16 silver atoms. The SERS spectrum of a molecule
adsorbed on a metallic surface, in fact, can differ from the corresponding Raman one. The knowledge
and the comprehension of the SERS spectrum then are mandatory in dyes identification. Experimental
SERS spectra were acquired using ad hoc SERS active substrates consisting of pulsed laser ablated
silver nanoparticles deposited onto a polishing sheet. The polishing sheet surface roughness is able to
remove some pigments grains from the surface of a work of art without damage. DFT calculations
provide a good description of the observed SERS spectra, in particular, the indigo-Ag16 structure
gives a better description with respect to structures where only one or two silver atoms attached to the
indigo molecule are considered.

Fig.1: Indigo-Ag 16 complex optimized
structure; colour code: red = oxygen, blue
=nitrogen, gray = carbon, white = hydrogen,
cyan = silver. The molecule lies parallel to the
Ag surface at a distance of 4.345 Å. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Protective hard ceramic coatings deposited via
High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering
F. Montagner1*, S.M. Deambrosis1, M. Fabrizio1, E. Miorin1, V. Zin1, E. Vassallo2
1

Institute of Condensed Matter Chemistry and Technologies for Energy (ICMATE), National Research
Council of Italy (CNR), C.so Stati Uniti 4 - 35127 Padova, Italy
2

Institute of Plasma Physics “Piero Caldirola” (IFP), National Research Council of Italy (CNR), Via R.
Cozzi, 53 - 20125 Milano – Italy
*corresponding author: francesco.montagner@cnr.it

Hard ceramic coatings were designed to meet very different technological issues of components
employed for extreme conditions. They can be deposited on a wide variety of substrates in order to
improve one or several properties, while not changing bulk material performance.
PVD technologies are among the most appealing for achieving high quality coatings, and they are
also well developed on an industrial scale. In this work, the latest High Power Impulse Magnetron
Sputtering (HiPIMS) technology was employed to grow high density, smooth ceramic coatings, with
enhanced film/substrate adhesion also on complex-shaped surfaces. An important type of high-quality
ceramics are nitrides: adding nitrogen to a crystal lattice made of transition metals atoms, produces
special systems having unique features.
Among these materials, titanium aluminium nitride (TiAlN) is extensively applied for many different
technological uses due to its high hardness, great oxidation resistance and outstanding tribological
properties, also at elevated temperatures.
Vanadium nitride (VN) is considered a promising alternative material for coatings because of its
attractive mechanical properties, good thermodynamical stability and corrosion resistance. In
particular, it has been investigated to coat cutting tools. Indeed, at high temperature, VN starts
oxidizing and produces various lubricious VOx phases (i.e. Magneli phases). Finally, titanium
diboride (TiB2) represents a potential nitrides substitute material for some film applications because
of its high temperature oxidation protection due to its high melting point (3490 K), thermal stability
and high strength to density ratio. Moreover, TiB2 shows high hardness, superior Young’s modulus
and abrasive wear resistance. Finally, thanks to its low wettability, it is particularly suited for nonferrous alloy machine tooling applications, when a strong buildup edge forms.
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Development of a BiVO4/WO3 system by plasma magnetron sputtering for
Photoelectrochemical water splitting
Matteo Pedroni1, Gian Luca Chiarello2, Niloofar Haghshenas2, Dario Ripamonti3, Elena Selli2 and
Espedito Vassallo1
1
2
3

CNR, Istituto di Fisica del Plasma “P. Caldirola”, via R. Cozzi 53, 20125 Milano, Italy

Dipartimento di Chimica, Università degli Studi di Milano, via C. Golgi 19, 20133 Milano, Italy

CNR, Istituto di Chimica della Materia Condensata e di Tecnologie per l’energia, via R. Cozzi 53,
20125 Milano, Italy
*corresponding author: pedroni@ifp.cnr.it

Bismuth vanadate (BiVO4) is one of the visible-light driven photocatalysts that has been widely
studied in the last years [1, 2]. However, the actual conversion efficiency achieved with BiVO4
photoanodes is considerably less than the theoretical values because of some drawbacks such as poor
electron mobility and slow kinetics of water oxidation. In these respects, the formation of a
heterojunction photoanode coupling tungsten oxide (WO3) is a very promising way in order to
achieve better charge separation and thus higher overall performances. In this work we report on a
deposition by plasma magnetron sputtering of a BiVO4/WO3 system from a previously studied
bilayer WO3 n–n heterojunction [3]. Various parameters such as film thickness and stoichiometry
were optimized to improve the efficiency of the heterojunction.
Preliminary photoelectrochemical (PEC) performances in water splitting were evaluated in a
homemade three-electrode cell under AM 1.5G simulated solar light irradiation. The results confirm
an enhanced PEC activity of the heterojunction photoanodes compared to individual materials.
[1]

Q. Jia, K. Iwashina, A. Kudo, Facile fabrication of an efficient BiVO4 thin film electrode for water splitting under

visible light irradiation, PNAS 109 (2012) 11564–11569.
[2]

X. Zhang, L. Dua, H. Wang, X. Dong, X. Zhang, C. Ma, H. Ma, Highly ordered mesoporous BiVO4: Controllable

ordering degree and super photocatalytic ability under visible light, Microporous Mesoporous Mater. 173 (2013) 175–
180.
[3]

G. L. Chiarello, M. Bernareggi, M. Pedroni, M. Magni, S. M. Pietralunga, A. Tagliaferri, E. Vassallo, E. Selli,

Enhanced photopromoted electron transfer over a bilayer WO3 n-n heterojunction prepared by RF diode sputtering, J.
Mater. Chem. A 5, (2017) 12977-12989.
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Surface pre-treatments to improve joint strength of ceramics
Milena Salvo1*, Valentina Casalegno1, Monica Ferraris1. Manuela Suess2, Christian Wilhelmi2,
Matteo Pedroni3, and Espedito Vassallo3
1Department of Applied Science and Technology (DISAT) Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy.
2 Airbus Defence and Space GmbH, Space Systems, Mechanical Products and Engineering GE,
D-88039 Friedrichshafen, Germany
3 CNR, Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, 20125 Milano, Italy
*corresponding author: milena.salvo@polito.it

The full exploitation by the aerospace industry of the attractive and unique properties of ceramics and
ceramic composites calls for effective joining technologies that may help to assemble them in complex
shapes or to combine them with metallic parts forming hybrid structures. Surface pre-treatments are
widely recognized as one of the key steps to producing robust and reliable bonds.
Surface pre-treatments, using advanced techniques such as laser nano-structuring and plasma etching
on SiC and Si3N4 will be discussed. Pre-treated joined samples showed a higher mechanical strength
than the reference value (lapped surfaces). Some reference and laser-treated similar and dissimilar joints
were submitted to a severe cryo-cycling test (from room temperature to 50 K), and it was found that
exposure at these extremely low temperatures did not affect the mechanical integrity of the joints.

Figure 1. SEM micrograph showing the lateral view of as fired Si3N4 after a laser surface treatment [1].

[1] M. Salvo, V. Casalegno, M. Suess, L. Gozzelino, C. Wilhelmi, Ceramics International, 44 (2018) 12081.
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Generation of Plasmon-Vortex around a single elliptical nanohole in a gold film.
Claudia Triolo1*, Salvatore Savasta 1, Alessio Settineri1, Sebastiano Trusso2, Rosalba Saija1, Nisha
Rani Agarwal3, Salvatore Patanè1
1

Dipartimento di Scienze Matematiche e Informatiche, Scienze Fisiche e Scienze della Terra, University of
Messina, Messina, Italy.
2
3

CNR-IPCF, Istituto per i Processi Chimico-Fisici del CNR, Messina, Italy

Faculty of Science, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Oshawa, ON Canada
*trioloc@unime.it

Light carries both spin and momentum. Spin−orbit interactions (SOIs) of light come into play at the
subwavelength scale of nano-optics and nanophotonics, where they allow to control the spatial
degrees of freedom of light selecting the spin states of incident photons [1]. However, due to the small
momentum carried by photons, the SOIs of light are extremely small hence their experimental
observation is challenging. In order to explore such weak processes, plasmonic metamaterials are
largely used, thanks to the flexibility of their structural design and to the enhanced subwavelength
local field [2]. In this context, we study the SOI effects of an evanescent field scattered by an isolated
elliptical nanohole in Au thin film by using a near-field scanning optical microscope (SNOM)
working in transmission mode. The sample consists of a multilayer of metal films (titanium 1 nm,
gold 88 nm and chromium 1 nm). Each layer was evaporated sequentially onto a glass cover slip using
an Electron Beam Evaporator. An array of elliptical holes, with diameters of 130 nm and 80 nm on
the long and short axis lengths respectively, were drilled by FIB. This simple procedure allows to
construct a sample able to enhance the exotic optical phenomena, exploiting the rotational symmetry
breaking due to the elongated shape of the nanohole. A plasmonic vortex mode is generated by
illuminating the hole with an incident light beam without a spin state (linear polarization) in the nearfield region. This observation relies on the unique ability of SNOM to provide information on both
amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic near-field distribution [3]. The rotation direction of the
vortex (right- or left-hand rotation) depends on the angle between the polarization direction of the
incident field and the symmetry axes of the ellipse, which induce a spin-dependent splitting in the
scattered field and controls its spatial distribution in near-field [4].
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Figure: (a) SNOM image (scan area 5μm×5μm) performed using an incident beam at =632 nm with normal
incidence and linear polarization at 45° on an elliptical nanohole in a thin gold film. In order to mainly detect the
scattered contribution, a second linear polarizer, crossed to the first one, is placed in the collect optical path. (b) Nearfield intensity distribution of ( ) around the elliptical nanohole illuminated by a plane wave at =632 nm, at 2 nm from
the metal surface. Simulations are performed by FEM simulation. Size of nanohole: major axis a=130 nm, minor axis
b=80 nm. (c) Spatial distribution (1μm × 1μm) of the phase variation of the z-component of the total field calculated by
FEM simulations at 2 nm from the Au surface for an incident polarization direction at 45°. White arrows are the optical
momentum vectors that evidence the formation of optical vortices around the phase singularities.
[1] K.

Y. Bliokh, F. Nori. Transverse and longitudinal angular momenta of light. Physics Reports 592 (2015) 1-38.

[2] C.

Triolo, A. Cacciola, S. Patanè ,R. Saija, S. Savasta, F. Nori. Spin-Momentum Locking in the Near Field of Metal

Nanoparticles. ACS Photonics 4 (2017) 2242-2249.
[3] J.-J.
[4] C.

Greffet, R. Carminati. Image Formation in Near-Field Optics. Progress in Surface Science 56 (1997) 133-237.

Triolo, S. Savasta, A. Settineri, S. Trusso, R. Saija, N. R. Agarwal, S. Patanè, “Near-field imaging of surface-

plasmon vortex-modes around a single elliptical nanohole in a gold film”, to appear on Scientific Reports.
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Characterization of novel platinum-free nanostructured gold counter electrode
for DSSCs prepared by pulsed laser ablation
S. Gullace1,2, F. Nastasi2, F. Puntoriero2, S. Trusso1,* and G. Calogero1
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Department of Chemical, Biological, Pharmaceutical and Environmental Sciences, University of Messina,
V.le F. S. d'Alcontres 31, 98166, Messina, Italy.
*corresponding author: trusso@ipcf.cnr.it

Gold nanostructured thin film has been deposited on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrate
by a pulsed laser ablation (PLA) technique to supersede the catalytic activity of platinum towards
iodine-free redox mediators in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). The DSSCs is composed by a
TiO2 photoanode sensitized with the Y123 dye, Co(II)/Co(III) based electrolyte and nanostructured
gold counter electrode (CE). For comparison, platinum and gold CEs have been prepared by thermal
decomposition of H2PtCl6 and HAuCl4, respectively. The CEs were characterized by SEM, UV-Vis
spectroscopy and square wave voltammetry. The CEs showed very
different surface morphologies: on the Pt CEs surface small isolated
NPs are visible, most of them having size of 1-2 nm or less, while
thermally grown Au CEs exhibited larger but still isolated NPs. Au
PLA CEs, on the contrary, present a nearly uniform coverage of
the substrate surface by nanostructured gold islands separated by
narrow gaps (see Fig1). DSSCs based with Au PLA CEs,
comparable I-V performance to the device with the conventional Pt
CE.
PLA is a promising way to fabricate transparent and
highperformance Pt-free CEs for future large-scale applications.
Fig.1 Surface morphologies of the a) Pt b) Au therm and c) Au not only in
photovoltaics but even for others devices PLA counter electrodes. employing gold
for catalysis, sensing, opto-electronics.
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In the present work, AlTiN thin film deposition process was carried out via reactive Physical Vapor
Deposition High-Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (PVD HiPIMS) to coat Ti6Al4V substrates,
realized via Selective Laser Melting (SLM).
Two different SLM process conditions were employed for modifying the obtained part surface
morphology and, later, the samples were heat treated under high vacuum at 950°C for 1 hour.
The conditions of PVD HiPIMS deposition process were adjusted in order to optimize the matching
between the metallic substrate and the ceramic coating. The structure, the composition, and the
mechanical features of thin films were investigated by X-ray Diffraction, Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy associated to Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM), and
nanoindentation, respectively. Finally, FE-SEM was also employed for evaluating microstructure
evolution of both substrates and thin films.

Keywords
Selective laser melting; Ti4Al4V; thin films; vacuum heat treatment; microstructure, High-Power Impulse
Magnetron Sputtering, AlTiN.
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A novel Graphene transfer for flexible electronics
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In the last years, Single Layer Graphene (SLG) has been widely studied for its unique electrical and
mechanical characteristics and it has been successfully exploited as a conductor or semiconductor in
transistors and biosensors. High quality SLG is usually obtained by Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD) on Cu or Ni foils and then transferred on an insulator layer. This method however lacks
repeatability, it is extremely time consuming and it is hard to be scaled-up and integrated in an
industrial process. In this work, a novel hot embossing approach has been developed to simplify the
SLG transferring process and improve the final quality of the transferred SLG.
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Ceramic oxide particles (e.g., Al2O3 and SiO2) are considered suitable for a lot of applications thanks
to their favourable properties such as high surface area, robustness, chemical/thermal stability and
low cost [1]. However the utilization in several fields depends on their surface properties, therefore
the surface functionalization of these materials with appropriate chemical groups is often necessary
[2]. For this purpose, the development of versatile and simple approaches has been required and low
and atmospheric pressure cold plasma processes by mean of ad hoc reactors can be considered very
interesting. Indeed, they are flexible, dry, solvent-less, environmentally friendly and not affect bulk
properties of the substrates [3].
This work focuses on the surface functionalization of alumina micrometric particles with oxygen
containing (O-containing) coatings using a home-made and very easy to realize low pressure (LP)
rotating plasma reactor. Firstly plasma processes, which consist of a first deposition step with
CO2/C2H4 mixtures followed, or not, by a second treatment step in CO2 and/or H2, were developed
on flat substrates. Experimental results showed that during the first step, at lower power values, the
presence of CO2 in the gas feed increases the concentration of oxygenated functionalities. A further
increase of O-containing groups, including COOH, was obtained with the second step, more evident
in CO2 pure discharge. Secondly, the best thin films obtained were applied to modify the surface of
Al2O3 microparticles kept in gentle agitation in the rotating LP reactor. In this way, the homogeneous
surface functionalization of the microparticles was performed and a potential application could be the
heavy metal ions removal from water.
[1] E.C.Hammel, O.L.R.Ighodaro et al., Ceram. Int. ,40, (2014), 15351
[2] M. Moritz, M. Geszke-Moritz,Mater. Sci. Eng. C. Mater. Biol. Appl., 68, (2015), 114
[4] I. Adamovich, S.D. Baalrud et al., Phys. D. Appl. Phys., 50 (2017), 323001
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In recent decades, due to rapid industrialization, organic pollutants released into the environment,
such as total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHs) and other hydrophobic organic compounds (HOCs)
have increased significantly, causing severe effects on marine flora and fauna and, subsequently, on
human health, due to their strong tendency for bioaccumulation in the food chain. Most of the existing
technologies for the treatment and removal of this type of pollutants from water reservoirs are
ineffective, not easy to implement and very expensive especially when the hydrocarbon concentration
is very high (above 100 mg/L).
The present work shows a novel approach for the remediation of hydrocarbon polluted water by using
Spanish Broom (SB) cellulose fiber treated in fluorinated plasmas. Fluorine functionalization turned
the fiber into super-hydrophobic, thus improving its affinity towards water dispersed hydrocarbons.
Batch experiments were performed with the aim of studying kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of
the adsorption process, as a function of the initial total hydrocarbon load and of the adsorbent amount.
The kinetics data showed that the fiber removal efficiency ranged between 8090% after one minute
of contact time, in dependence of the initial hydrocarbon/fiber weight ratio (20-240 mg/g). A
maximum adsorption capacity larger than 270 mg/g was estimated, thus demonstrating that the
functionalized fiber is capable to perform a significant hydrocarbons removal action if compared to
other cellulosic materials reported in the literature.
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Plasma assisted deposition of AlOx barrier coatings for packaging applications
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In recent years, transparent barrier coatings such as aluminium oxide (AlOx) or silicon oxide (SiOx)
have been gaining interest over opaque metallized films in that they offer product visibility,
microwaveability/retortability, compatibility with metal detector and recyclability, whilst still
providing the barrier level required [1]. The use of vacuum deposition techniques to produce
transparent barriers has become very attractive, ensuring similar barrier properties with three order of
magnitude thinner layers.
In this contribution, we illustrate our AlOx platform, which has been obtained modifying a standard
‘boat type’ roll-to-roll metallizer to deposit transparent barrier coatings. The process consists of three
subsequent steps: (i) pre-treatment; (ii) AlOx deposition; (iii) post-treatment. In the pre-treatment a
plasma is used to prepare the surface to be coated removing particles that can affect barrier and to
increase the surface tension. During the deposition, aluminium is evaporated under high vacuum using
heated boats. In its free path, aluminium vapour is exposed to an oxygen flow that oxidized it before
it is deposited on the running web. Multiple plasma guns could be used to oxidize and energize
aluminium clouds. Finally, a post-deposition plasma could be used to further oxidize the AlOx layer.
A complete chemical, morphological and mechanical characterization of the AlOx barrier coatings
produced onto polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) will be
reported and discussed in relation to their barrier properties.

[1] C. F. Struller, P.J. Kelly, N.J. Copeland, Surface & Coatings Technology 241 (2014) 130-137.
Acknowledgements. The work has received funding from the European Union, within the project FESR POR Puglia
2014/2020 Action 1.1-Action 1.2, Project No. 5NUS228.
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Plasma enhanced physical vapor depositions are extensively used to fabricate substrates for cell
cultureapplications. One peculiarity of the plasma processes is the possibility to deposit thin films with
reproducible chemical and physical properties. In the present work, a plasma polymerization process was
used to deposit thin carbon based films to promote cell adhesion, in the interest of testing cell proliferation
as a function of the substrate chemical properties. Peculiarity of the combinatorial approach is the
possibility to produce in just one deposition experiment, a set of surfaces of varying chemical moieties by
changing the precursor composition. A full characterization of the chemical, physical properties was
performed for each set of the synthesized surfaces. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to measure
the concentration of carboxyl, hydroxyl and amine functional groups on the substrate surfaces. A perfect
linear trend between polar groups’ density and precursors’ concentration was found.
Further analyses reveled that also contact angles and the correspondent surface energies of all deposited
thin films are linearly dependent on the precursor concentration. To test the influence of the surface
composition on the cell adhesion and proliferation, two cancer cell lines were utilized. The cell viability
was assessed after 24 h and 48 h of cell culture. Experiments show that we are able to control the cell
adhesion and proliferation by properly changing the concentration and the kind of chemical moiety on the
substrate surface. The results also highlight that physical and chemical factors of biomaterial surface,
including surface hydrophobicity and free energy, chemical composition, and topography, can alter cell
attachment.
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State of the art ski and snowboard bases for all uses, from prepared slopes, to freeride, crosscountry, ski
alpinism are made of Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE). UHMWPE is a soft
material with excellent sliding behaviour on snow. However, since the diffusion of artificial snow
UHMWPE suffers extensive abrasion and wear because artificial snow is highly compact and hard, often
like ice. Wear affects also ski edges, that are made of low carbon steel (C60), when sliding on slopes
prepared with artificial (even barred) snow. At high speed edges warm up, inducing a local temperature
increase of UHMWPE regions neighbouring to them. This causes the release from the polymer of carbonbased additives whose role is to enhance the thermal and electrical conductivities of UHMWPE. The
consequent “base burning” results in a permanent, irreparable damage of the ski, particularly severe in
competition skis.
By replacing UHMWPE with a metal, such as AISI 301 stainless steel, the above issues can be overcome.
Yet the sliding behaviour of steel on snow must be tested. We performed sliding tests both on laboratory
samples (5x5 cm2), using a snow tribometer, and on field, on competition skis (Giant Slalom) with
prototype metal base. The new skis (collaboration with Penz srl) were compared to standard ones with
suitably waxed UHMWPE base. To lower the snow-steel friction coefficient we tested physical and
chemical treatments of the base, namely: grinding, hydrophobic treatments (checked via contact angle
measurements) and commercial waxes available for UHMWPE.
Tribometer and field tests show comparable results. The grinding process was not optimized for a metal
base and does not improve the sliding performance. Both hydrophobic treatments and waxes reduce friction
against snow, making the metallic ski base competitive with waxed UHMWPE competition bases. Both
treatments keep their efficiency for skied distances of a few kilometres.
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Utilizing an ionized gas (plasma) to achieve sterilization could be an alternative to conventional
methods. The plasma process has several advantages: a sterilization time shorter than the actual
processing time required with steam autoclave and dry heat methods (approx. 60 min); a lower
processing temperature (60 °C or less); the possibility of dealing with a wide range of materials and
objects; harmless operation for operators, patients and materials. The method consists in exposing
microorganisms to plasma produced by an electrical discharge in a gas. In a plasma discharge various
components act on the microorganisms by the physical effects (UV radiation and charged particles)
and chemical effects (chemically active radicals). Both low and atmospheric [1] pressure plasma
discharges can be used, of course, each of them with its peculiarities. In this contribution we report
on two experimental studies of microorganisms inactivation by plasma processes at low and
atmospheric pressure. At low pressure, optimal plasma conditions for Staphylococcus aureus were
found, and a reduction of 4 log in a few minutes of the bacterium proves the applicability of an
industrial grade plasma sterilization reactor. At atmospheric pressure, a plasma jet was applied for the
surface decontamination of fresh food like salad. The treatment induced fast (a few seconds) microbial
decontamination.

[1] M. Pedroni et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 36(1), Jan/Feb 2018
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Surface Science and Biointerfaces
Chair: M. Rocca
This session dedicated to surface properties studied with surface science methods and to biointerfaces. These topics are of major impact in catalysis, nanosized electronics, energy harvesting,
biotechnology, and bio-medical research. This session was composed by 7 oral presentations and 3
posters.
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The research activities in the area of bio interfaces and surfaces, connecting material science and
biology, are continuously growing due to their applications in biology and medicine. The isolation
and analysis of low abundant biomarkers, such as circulating miRNAs, ctDNA, CTCs cells or small
proteins, using solid surfaces with increased resolution, sensitivity and specificity represent a
revolution for diverse clinical features: early diagnosis, choice of personalized treatment, follow-up
of the treatment in real time and the detection of minimal residual disease and malignant neoplasms.
The methods for the introduction of biological functionalities on inorganic/organic materials and
tailoring their surface properties to improve their biocompatibility, constitutes a core activity on which
the successful development of the next generation of biological and medical devices is based. Here
the work of design, fabrication, testing and validation of a new technological platform, which starting
from a little amount of blood can purify components such as miRNAs and exosomes will be presented.
Several materials were explored by modifying both the surface charge and morphology. An optimal
surface for miRNAs purification from biological samples (human plasma and sera, cell lysates and
tissue homogenates) was successfully set up and implemented on a polymeric Lab-on-achip. In this
case, the purification and reverse transcription of miRNAs occurs in the same microdevice since the
purified miRNAs are directly available for reverse transcription without any release step. The cDNA
obtained is completely compatible with the most used miRNA detection method, i.e. quantitative realtime PCR. Bio-functional surfaces for specific classes of miRNAs (AGO2-bound miRNAs,
exosomes-loaded miRNAs) were also investigated with promising results, starting from the
immunocapture of specific proteins. In addition, preliminary data of the development of the
extracellular vesicles prefiltering and separation units will be presented.
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Adsorption and self-assembly of (bio)-organic molecules at surfaces is a key issue in nanoscience and
nanotechnology for the many possible uses of the hybrid organic-inorganic interfaces. Depending on
the nature of the molecules, applications are foreseen in the fields of molecular electronics,
sensoristics, pharmacology, bio-compatibility, hygiene and bio-fouling.
In this frame, amino acids (AA) have a key role since they are the basic constituents of peptides and
proteins and are simple enough to bring information on the chemical interaction of some biological
functions with the surface. They are therefore among the most used molecules in fundamental studies
aiming at the characterization of the hybrid organic-inorganic interface at the molecular level [1].

In my talk, I will discuss our recent results on AA adsorption at Ag surfaces. The self-assembly of
glutamic acid and of cysteine molecules on different Ag substrates [1] is described by combining
microscopic and spectroscopic techniques with density functional theory calculations. Particular
attention is given to the determination of the chemical state of the adsorbed molecules, to the
explanation of the observed geometries and to the understanding of the self-assembly mechanism
[2,3]. Both glutamic acid and cysteine layers organize on Ag surfaces in different phases depending
on surface temperature, suggesting the existence of several local minima in the energy diagram of
these systems [4,5]. The peculiarities introduced by the weak interaction with a poorly reactive
substrate are critically discussed by comparison with literature cases.
[1] Dominique Costa, Claire Marie Pradier, Frederik Tielens, Letizia Savio, Surf. Sci. Rep. 70, 449 (2015).
[2] Marco Smerieri, Luca Vattuone, Dominique Costa, Frederick Tielens, Letizia Savio, Langmuir 26, 7208
(2010).
[3] Dominique Costa, Marco Smerieri, Ionut Tranc, Letizia Savio, Luca Vattuone, Frederik Tielens, J. Phys.
Chem. C 118, 29874 (2014).
[4] Marco Smerieri, Luca Vattuone, Tatiana Kravchuk, Dominique Costa, Letizia Savio, Langmuir 27, 2393
(2011).
[5] Marco Smerieri et al., in preparation.
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Albeit the “Hydrogen economy” was proposed almost 50 years ago and notwithstanding the
impressive amount of research orbiting around the hydrogen (H2) production since then, the vast
majority of H2 employed in the energy market stems from steam reforming of hydrocarbons
performed at high temperatures (i.e., T ≥ 1000 K). Alternative production channels, such as water and
simple alcohols electrolysis in primis, have been exploited, allowing for the almost complete
elimination of the CO2 emissions [1]. However, in all cases only by means of costly and rare (e.g.,
Pt-based, Au-based, biomolecular, etc.) catalysts satisfactory results have been achieved [2,3].
Although up to few years ago electric fields have not been considered as a mean to the chemical
synthesis, nowadays a steady growing mass of experimental research is aimed at employing electric
fields to finely control chemical reactions [4] and many laboratories have become capable to probe
the reactivity-enhancing properties of those fields generated in proximity of emitter tips [5], rendering
impelling the extensive usage of electric fields as smart reagents in chemistry [6]. Within this
framework, state-of-the-art quantum-based computational approaches represent a benchmark for the
experiments. As an example, the field-induced enantioselectivity of specific reactions has been
recently investigated by means of sophisticated numerical approaches [7,8]. Moreover, the methanol
reaction network under intense electric fields [9,10] has been predicted with these powerful supercomputing techniques. Additionally to a brief exploration of the catalytic properties carried by static
electric fields, I intend to present a very recent study [11] – based on ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations – revealing a novel synthesis route to hydrogen from neat liquid ethanol, which has been
achieved at room temperature and in absence of any catalyst, upon electric field exposure. The latter
result paves the way to the unprecedented catalyst-free experimental synthesis of hydrogen from
liquid ethanol by exploiting commonly employed field emitter tips apparatus.
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Data analysis and plotting is an important part of the research work accompanying any scientist. Once the
experiments are concluded, generally a software allowing data reduction such as selection of background
and its subtraction, peak fitting, graphical visualization, is used to obtain a correct interpretation of the
results. RxpsG is a public domain software with an easy user friendly interface oriented to XPS and AES
data manipulation based on R© platform. All the features needed to analyze
XPS, AES spectra are implemented and the software allows an immediate data reporting. Although the
RxpsG is primarily devoted to electron and photoelectron spectral analysis, it allows any data in text format
to be loaded and processed. RxpsG is a project open to contributions and implementation of new
procedures. In this work we will describe the potentialities of the software and the more important features.
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Osteo-integration and tissue regeneration are vital for the longevity, durability, and unremitting
functionality of medical implants/scaffolds implanted in vivo. It's essential for biomaterials used for in
vivo implantation to induce the cellular secretion of growth factors, necessary for the desired tissue
generation, since the administration of artificial growth factors, in vivo, is largely prohibited.
Bioactive coatings made of GO and aC/DLC hybrid functionalized with O2 and N2 were successful used
to induce favorable cellular secretion of growth factors important for osteo-integration of medical implants.
More precisely, stabilized Graphene Oxide (GO) thin layers in a hybrid with amorphous carbon (aC)
induced the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and osteoprotegerin (OPG) growth
factors in fibroblasts (hGF) and, more remarkably, in osteoblasts (hOB) cells. We also observed a negative
trend between hGF fibroblasts, but not hOB osteoblasts, cellular viability and GO presence in the hybrid
films that might indicate the phenomenon of oxidative stress. We traced that back to the presence of higher
concentrations of carboxyl and the carbonyl groups on the surface of the GO rich coatings.
The presence of GO, at certain configuration, induced bio selectivity by inducing a negative effect on hGF
viability while showed no clear trend with hOB cells. The above described properties provided by GO
coatings might be desirable for bio-selectivity applications and for the reduction of the undesired fibrosis
process that is associated with medical implants in vivo environment. Moreover, novel plasma
functionalized GO/polymer hybrid thin coating hybrid compositions are promising candidates for tissue
engineering and bioengineering applications as excellent antimicrobial and anticancer platforms.
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The asymmetric epoxidation of unfunctionalized prochiral olefins catalyzed by chiral (salen)Mn(III)
complexes is an important viable route to obtain chiral epoxides. In this context, many efforts have
been devoted to reduce the amount of the Manganese metal ion into the catalytic systems. One of the
most used strategy is to heterogenize the Jacobsen catalyst onto a solid surface [1]. Another strategy
is to obtain nanocatalysts [2], in which the amount of metal atoms is significantly reduced respect to
the standard catalysts. Recently we developed hybrid organic/inorganic catalysts, able to catalyze the
enantioselective epoxidation of prochiral alkenes, with high efficiency, enantioselective, TON and
TOF values. In particular, we designed and synthesized new chiral (salen)Mn(III) complexes, able to
be covalently anchored onto silica surface, thus obtaining heterogeneous catalysts. In addition, a new
protocol to obtain Carbon Nanoparticles (CNPs) covalently functionalized with a chiral Mn-salen
catalyst was developed. The new nanocatalyst shows better enantiomeric excess values respect to the
catalyst single molecule, highlighting the role of the nanostructure in the enantioselectivity.

[1] (a) J. M. Thomas, R. Raja, Acc. Chem. Res., 41 (2008) 708–720; (b) M. Pala , V. Ganesan, Cat. Sci.
Tech. 2 (2012) 2383–2388.

[2] (a) A. Agnoli, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2018 (2018) 4311–4321; (b) H. Li, C. Sun, M. Ali, F.
Zhou, X. Zhang, D. R. MacFarlane Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 54 (2015) 8420 –8424.
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Due to its exceptional properties graphene (G) is considered as one of the most promising materials
for the future. It possible use includes gas sensoring [1], but the underlying chemistry is still unclear
since “clean” G was reported to be nearly unreactive for ammonia [2]. The sensitivity towards CO
was thereby even lower than for ammonia. We reported non-dissociative chemisorption at cold,
pristine G on Ni(111). The adlayer remains thereby stable up to 125 K, allowing to estimate an
adsorption energy of 0.58 eV/molecule at low coverage, much higher than for unsupported G films
(0.014 eV/molecule) [1]. Among the different adsorption configurations of G on Ni(111), the topfcc
one resulted to be the most reactive [5]. No adsorption occurs, on the other hand, at G supported on
the less interacting polycrystalline Cu substrate. More recently we investigated experimentally the
effect of doping with nitrogen atoms and find further increases the reactivity of the G/Ni(111) system
towards CO. The doped layer is obtained by sputtering pristine G/Ni(111) with N2+ ions [6]. For an
11% dopant concentration, an additional electron energy loss at 238 meV appears in the HREEL
spectra besides the loss around 256 meV present also on pristine G/Ni(111). The new feature
corresponds to a CO species with a higher desorption temperature and, consequently, a higher
adsorption energy than the one forming on pristine G/Ni(111). At low coverage, the adsorption energy
is estimated to be 0.85 eV/molecule.
Keywords: Graphene, chemical reactivity, vibrational spectroscopy, surface chemistry
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Supercoiled DNA structure investigated with atomic force microscopy
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate the structure of supercoiled DNA at different
superhelical densities (from -0.04 to +0.04) using two different environmental conditions able to
promote DNA immobilization on mica substrates. In presence of magnesium ions, the overall shape
of deposited DNA molecules showed a sharp transitions from a relaxed to a highly plectonemic shape
when the superhelical density is increased from negative to positive values. In contrast, DNA
molecules deposited on mica endowed with positive charges using a mild silanization process, show
a plectonemic shape both at -0.04 and +0.04 superhelical density values, and a more relaxed shape at
intermediate values. We interpret this data as an interplay of local DNA form and superhelical shape
changes.
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3D microfluidic platform for the study of cells chemotaxis
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The study of cells chemotaxis and angiogenesis phenomena plays a significant role in a better
understanding of cancer evolution. As a matter of fact, cells are influenced by the physiological
environment, which contains all the substances that could influence their regular life. The importance
of the study of this influence from nutrients or toxic elements is generally accepted. In order to do
this, in the last decade a large number of studies were carried on simple 2D devices. This type of
platform did not allow a well-simulated physiological behavior, and they were overcome by 3D
microfluidic platforms. In recent years a lot of different procedures were analyzed. For instance, new
3D rapid prototyping techniques are reported. Unfortunately, these methods do not always guarantee
optical transparency, complete polymerization of the resin and even biocompatibility. For these
reasons, the major studies are focused on microfluidic devices able to establish a chemical gradient
of substances under observation. The aim of this work is to study chemotaxis of cells spheroids, with
a device that allows a 3D growth in vivo.
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OECTs as a multipurpose device for biosensing
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OECTs are based on highly conductivity polymer as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene
sulfonate PEDOT:PSS, which modulates its conductivity, in response to a gate voltage, by bulk
effects of doping and de-doping in a electrolyte solution. This unique characteristic allows for
obtaining sensors able to monitor, with high sensibility, biomolecules as DNA and proteins,
biosignals as neuronal synaptic activity and so on. Materials and processing of these devices are
extremely interesting due to the simple deposition of the polymers on flexible substrates by clean
room processes or printing technology.
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Nuclear Fusion Technology
Chairs: S. Dal Bello, G. Mazzitelli, E. Vassallo

The session focused on the latest developments on running and planned fusion experiments. In
particular, information on the progress of the Divertor Tokamak Test (DTT) project by ENEA has
been presented. This session was composed by 12 oral presentations and 6 posters.
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Plasma Facing Materials and Components for DEMO
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Plasma material interaction plays a key role in the realization of a future fusion reactor like DEMO.
In the divertor, which will be the area of the highest power loads, up to 20 MW/m² are expected and
the fusion neutrons will create up to about 5 dpa/fpy. The performance of the plasma as well as the
behavior and the lifetime of plasma-facing components are intimately linked requiring a holistic
approach for solving the issues of power and particle exhaust. Currently, tungsten (W) is foreseen as
plasma facing material in future fusion reactors, because of its high melting point and thermal
conductivity and its low erosion and hydrogen retention. However, W is intrinsically brittle at
temperatures below 200-800 °C (strongly depending on machining and processing) and its
thermomechanical properties degrade further under plasma and neutron irradiation.
Within the EUROfusion consortium IPP is working on the development of advanced W-based
materials and components to mitigate the effect of embrittlement, to enhance the resistance against
cracking and oxidation. For the latter, which could lead to an undesirable generation of volatile W
oxides during accidental air ingress, W alloyed with Cr and small Y additions were produced by
mechanical alloying and hot isostatic pressing. With these allows the oxidation rate at 1000 °C could
be reduced by 3 orders of magnitude. Commercially available W heavy alloys with the admixture of
a few weight percent Fe and Ni, which might be used in areas where temperatures below 1300 °C are
expected, show a strongly increased ductility already at room temperature. Exposed in the divertor of
ASDEX Upgrade these alloys are much less prone to cracking than pure W and do not disintegrate
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even under thermal overload. Tungsten fibres as reinforcement can substantially increase the damage
tolerance of W below the ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT) and the mechanical tensile
strength at high temperature of Cu. Combined in actively cooled components W fibres also reduce
the mismatch of thermal expansion between armour (W) and heat sink (Cu). The improved
capabilities of such components were successfully demonstrated under cyclic power loads up to 20
MW/m² in IPP’s hydrogen beam high heat flux test facility GLADIS. As a further advancement
additively manufactured W-Cu components are under development with the aim of minimizing
stresses during thermal cycling.
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Contributions of the linear plasma facility Magnum-PSI to fusion research
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Nuclear fusion holds great potential as a clean, safe and large scale energy source. One of the key
challenges in realizing commercially attractive fusion energy on earth is to find a solution for the
exhaust of heat and particles from the fusion reactor. The performance of the wall material which
interacts with the plasma determines the performance, lifetime and safety of future fusion power
plants. The importance of this research area has resulted in a dedicated programme coordinated by
EUROfusion. An important contribution to this topic is provided by linear plasma generators, which
can address the complex physics of plasma wall interaction in a systematic way, with controlled
plasma parameters, flexible target geometry and good diagnostic access. The linear plasma facility
Magnum-PSI is capable of exposing materials to steady-state plasma conditions similar to those
foreseen in ITER and DEMO. In addition, the machine is capable of reproducing the transient heat
and particle loads as they occur during so-called Edge Localized Modes (ELM). By virtue of the
superconducting magnet, extremely large fluences are possible within a reasonable time frame,
enabling the first lifetime studies of fusion materials in a lab environment. Furthermore, results on
high heat load testing of tungsten based divertor plasma facing materials (including hydrogen isotope
retention by means of ion beam analysis) and high heat flux components based on liquid metals
(including their resilience against transient heat loads) will be presented.
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Scenarios for power generation in Italy
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According to several international pledges on climate change, de-carbonization of the energy systems
is a shared goal, almost worldwide. In particular, already in 2011 the European Union has adopted an
Energy Roadmap aiming at a fully decarbonized electricity generation by 2050. Hence, two main
options will be available for the European electricity mix in the second half of this century: either to
rely on renewable energy sources only, or to integrate renewables with a new generation of base load,
lowcarbon technology, e.g. fossil fuel power plants with CCS (Carbon Capture and Storage) or nuclear
power plants. As for nuclear, besides III+ and IV generation fission reactors, the real game changer,
by the last quarter of this century, could be fusion.
If only renewable technologies are used, a large share of variable renewables (solar and wind) is
necessary, and over-generation and under-generation can happen for several hundred hours in the year,
thus large storage capacity and/or dispatchable generation are necessary to fulfil demand, together with
a consistent increase of the transmission and distribution grid capacities. On the other hand, the size of
the necessary storage systems, dispatchable power plants and additional grid capacity can be reduced
if a base-load lowcarbon power technology is also included in the mix.
In this talk, a number of power generation scenarios will be presented, referring to typical North-Europe
(windy) and South-Europe (sunny) cases, in order to investigate whether and to what extent a base load
technology such as fusion might be a cost-effective ingredient of a future European decarbonized
power mix. The scenarios are defined through the CO.ME.S.E. (COsto MEdio del Sistema Elettrico Electric System Average Cost) code, which search for the conditions to guarantee the hourly balance
between load and power generation, over a one-year timeframe, i.e. it provides the generation capacity
(both variable and dispatchable) and the storage capacity, necessary to compensate the variability of
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renewable energy sources. The code also provides the Levelised Cost of Timely Electricity, i.e. the
classical Levelised Cost of all generated electricity (including electricity that is curtailed when too large
over-generation occurs and back-up electricity, which is necessary instead when under-generation
occurs) plus the cost of storage systems.
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DTT: Overview and Status of the Project
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DTT (Divertor Tokamak Test) is an Italian scientific project in the field of nuclear fusion aimed at
creating a European facility for the testing of power exhaust and helium removal strategies alternative
to the one implemented in ITER, the international experiment in fusion that will prove the feasibility
of fusion energy on a large scale from 2025.
In the European Fusion Roadmap to the realisation of fusion energy within 2050, one of the main
mission is indeed the study of the power released by the plasma core to the so-called divertor, a keycomponent of any present tokamak machine on which the thermal power is directed. This will be
tested also in ITER on a "standard" divertor operating in a plasma fully detached condition, i.e. no
contact between plasma and first wall of the vessel. Nonetheless, the baseline strategy implemented
in ITER could not be extrapolated to DEMO and future power plants, then the problem of thermal
loads on the divertor may remain particularly critical in the road to the realization of a reactor.
For this reason, a facility like DTT, where a number of scaled experiments, fully integrated with the
expected physical parameters and engineering solutions to be used in DEMO, could be tested, is of
paramount importance. Indeed, DTT has been designed so far to retain the possibility of testing
different divertor magnetic configurations, including liquid metal divertor targets, and other possible
promising solutions to face the power exhaust problem.
The construction, recently approved by the Italian government, is rapidly approaching on the base of
a completely renovated design with respect to the original proposal in order to account also for
double-null configurations (up-down symmetric) and to keep costs within the original budget. DTT
will be a high field superconducting toroidal device (6 T) carrying plasma current up to 5.5 MA in
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pulses with length up to about 100s and with 45 MW of additional heating power. The nominal cross
section is elongated with a major radius R=2.11 m and a minor radius a=0.64m.
This paper describes the status of the design activities of DTT. In particular the integrated design
approach adopted, the rationale for the design choices, the development of the integrated management
system are illustrated. Also a look on the main components, namely magnet system, plasma scenarios,
vacuum vessel, invessel components, thermal shield, neutron shield, and additional heating system
will be taken.
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Dust particles in magnetic fusion devices

Carmine Castaldo
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Thermonuclear reactor licensing requires that the quantity of dust in the vacuum vessel be maintained
below stringent safety limits, mainly due to the explosion hazards in loss-of-coolant accidents. The
accumulation of dust depends on the balance between the dust production and deposition rate, the
remobilization rate and the rate of vaporization. Studies concerning dust characterization, transport
and formation, based on modeling and specific diagnostics implementation are reviewed. Recent
results on the formation and interaction of dust particles with transient heat loads on bulk tungsten
and beryllium are discussed.
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Co-sputtered w/Fe interlayers for joining tungsten to steel
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The divertor of fusion power plants is exposed to high energetic particles resulting from the
fusion reactions; the surface of plasma facing material will be subjected to a high heat load as
well as to physical and chemical sputtering processes.
Tungsten has been selected as a structural material in the DEMO (DEMOnstration) fusion power
plant as refractory, low activation and high Z material. However, its use as a structural material
is restricted to the high temperature parts which shall be connected to the low temperature parts
made of the reduced activation ferritic/martensitic steel EUROFER97. The joint of these materials
is very difficult because of several reasons, as the large differences of their melting temperature,
the large mismatch of their coefficients of thermal expansion, the high thermally induced residual
stresses at the interface during joining processes.
This work reports on the activity of co-sputtered W/Fe interlayers for joining tungsten to steel. Iron
and tungsten can be gradually co-sputtered on W substrates to obtain graded interlayers able to
minimize CTE mismatch, then subsequently joined to steel by hot pressing.
Sputtering is a promising technology for manufacturing graded interlayers for joining tungsten to
steel to be used in plasma facing fusion components. The main advantage of sputtering is the
homogeneity and high thermal conductivity of sputtered layers, if compared to the intrinsic
porosity and relatively low thermal conductivity of plasma sprayed ones.
A comparison of two sputtering methods to obtain Fe/W graded layers on W substrates, compared
with Fe/W direct bonding has been carried out.
The sputtering is performed by a customized Kenosistec™ equipment with four 3 inch cathodes
that can be powered up with DC, RF and pulsed DC. One cathode is designed for magnetic
materials. The selected deposition atmosphere was Ar to avoid on-fly reactions and to reach the
maximum deposition rate. The deposition pressure was dynamically controlled by a motorized and
computer controlled throttle valve and a gas regulators that allow to fine tuning of gas flowing and
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pressure in a wide range of values during deposition. The RF generators can power the cathodes
up to 300 W, while the DC one can reach 500 W. Moreover the DC generator can be used as Pulsed
DC generator with a maximum frequency of 100 kHz. The W substrate can be heated up during
deposition up to 450 °C and can be plasma etched before deposition to increase adhesion of the
deposited layers.
Three deposition parameters (pressure, power and time) were changed to optimize the deposited
layers; Bruker Dektak Stilus™ profilometer was used to measure the sputtered layer thickness on
triplicate for each sample. The calculated atomic ratio between iron and tungsten in the layers were:
50% tungsten – 50% iron and 70% tungsten - 30% iron, with deposition rate of 15 nm/h. TEM,
SEM, EDS, XPS and preliminary mechanical characterization by single lap-shear tests have been
made on Fe/W joined samples, showing an excellent mechanical strength at room temperature.
High flux test are ongoing.
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HV Holding in Vacuum, a Key Issue for the ITER Neutral Beam Injector
The contribution of Consorzio RFX
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The achievement of burning plasma in ITER will require at least 33 MW of additional heating
transferred to the plasma core by means of two 16.5 MW – 1 MeV injectors (N-NBI – Negative
ion based - Neutral Beam Injector) of H or D atoms, with an extracted negative ion current of 40
A (i.e. 40 MW of extracted beam). A third Injector is foreseen as a future upgrade, to increase the
power delivery to the ITER plasma up to 50 MW. These extremely demanding parameters required
the construction of the Neutral Beam Test Facility – NBTF, located at the Consorzio RFX –
Padova (I) premises, aimed at realizing the full scale prototype of the ITER N-NBI.
Among other fundamental achievements (e.g. extracted current uniformity, efficient ion
neutralization, long pulse duration), the success of the experimentation of the NBTF requires the
achievement of a stable and easily obtained 1 MV voltage holding during the negative ions
extraction and acceleration.
The electrostatic configuration of the ITER and NBTF N-NBIs is extremely complex. It includes
5 main electrodes at high potential: five accelerating grids and a negative ion source, operating
respectively at -0.2, -0.4, -0.6, -0.8, -1 MV with respect to the containing vessel. All electrodes
have large surface (up to 10 m2 for the ion source, which constitutes the cathode); gap lengths are
in the order of 100 mm between accelerating grids and a minimum of 980 mm for the -1 MV-toground gap. In such a peculiar situation, the full voltage attainment and holding is a key issue,
being affected by Total Voltage Effect (TVE), Area Effect, residual gas pressure and electrode
surface conditioning.
This contribution, after a brief discussion of the present state-of-the-art about the voltage holding
in the NBI accelerators, gives an overview of the R&D so far carried out at the Consorzio RFX lab
in Padova and of the near future plan to achieve reliable voltage holding in the NBTF-MITICA
accelerator. An example of spin-off of these researches is also given.
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Heating Neutral Beam (HNB) injectors, necessary to achieve burning conditions and to control
plasma instabilities in ITER, are characterized by such demanding parameters that a Neutral
Beam Test Facility (NBTF), dedicated to their development and optimization, has been
established in Padua (Italy), with direct contribution of Italian government (through Consorzio
RFX as host entity), ITER International Organization (in kind contributions of the ITER
Domestic Agencies of Europe, Japan and India) and technical and scientific support of various
European laboratories and universities. The NBTF hosts two experiments: SPIDER, devoted to
the ion source optimization towards the required source performances; MITICA, the full-size
prototype of the ITER HNB, with an ion source identical to SPIDER.
This paper gives an overview of the NBTF realization progress with particular emphasis on
issues discovered during this phase of activities and on solutions adopted for minimizing the
impact on the schedule and maintaining the goals of the facilities. The realization of MITICA
is well advanced; operation is expected to start in 2023 due to the long procurement time of the
in-vessel mechanical components. The beam source power supplies, operating at 1MV, are in
an advanced phase of realization; all high voltage components have been installed and the
complex insulation test phase began in 2018. At the same time, construction and installation of
SPIDER plant systems was successfully completed with their integration into the facility. The
mechanical components of SPIDER ion source were installed inside the vessel and connected
to the plants. The integrated commissioning with the control (CODAS), protection and safety
systems ended positively and the first experimental phase began. The first results of the SPIDER
experimentation, with data from operational diagnostics, and the plans for the 1MV insulation
tests on the MITICA high voltage components are summarized.
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Multifunctional nanoceramic barriers for breeding blanket applications
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Materials are one of the major bottlenecks for future fusion reactors, especially concerning the
breeding blanket modulus. The main technological issues include structural material’s
corrosion by Pb-16Li, radiation damage and Tritium confinement. We report on multifunctional
nanoceramic oxide coatings grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) techniques. Oxides were chosen as the main candidates given their chemical
inertia and thermodynamic stability. Among these, Aluminium Oxide and Yttrium Oxide were
identified as promising candidates. PLD-grown coatings of these materials have been tested as
Tritium permeation barriers with Hydrogen at different temperatures (from 350°C to 650°C).
They showed a permeation reduction factor (PRF) up to 105 at 650°C. These results have been
confirmed also in the case of Deuterium permeation, both under 1.8 MeV electron irradiation
and for samples that were previously irradiated with ions. In addition, to evaluate the chemical
compatibility of the films in Pb-16Li, samples have been exposed to static corrosion tests up to
10000 hours. No corrosive attacks on the steel substrate were detected. As for the
magnetohydrodynamic drag for breeding blanket applications, the electrical resistivity of the
coatings has been measured, showing good insulating behaviour. Finally, the ALD process has
been recently employed and optimized, and the coatings thus produced preliminary
characterized. To conclude, oxide coatings grown by PLD and ALD present interesting
properties as multifunctional protective barriers, proving to be one of the possible solutions for
the technological issues of future fusion applications.
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The main goal of the next thermonuclear fusion experiments, such as ITER, is the realization of a
burning plasma in which deuterium and tritium ions are confined in thermal equilibrium at
temperatures between 10 and 20 keV. The DT fusion reaction produces an alpha particle and a
neutron plus a residual 17.6 MeV. The alphas, being charged, remain confined and contribute to
the self-sustainment of the plasma. By measuring the 4.45 MeV gamma rays emitted by the reaction
9Be(α,n)12C, it is possible to gain a deeper understanding of fast ion physics in fusion plasmas that
will help toward the realization of an ignited plasma. Gammaray spectroscopy has proven to be a
valuable probe of the fast ion dynamics and, in particular, at JET, has provided diagnostic
information on fast ion effects during Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating [1]. For what concerns
Neutron Emission Spectroscopy, by measuring the
2.5 MeV or 14 MeV neutron spectrum in D and DT plasmas, respectively, it has shown to be a
powerful method to infer ion temperature and distinguish between thermal and suprathermal ions,
the latter created by external heating [2,3].
This talk is focused on the recent developments of gamma-ray and neutron diagnostics. Diamond
and Silicon Carbide Detectors have been demonstrated as a promising high energy neutron
diagnostic for high rate (1 MHz) and high energy resolution (<2%) measurements [4]. Their
compact size, fast response time and capability to withstand high neutron fluences make them
relevant as neutron diagnostics in future fusion machines. Recent developments in the multipleline-of-sight gamma-ray spectrometer proposed to measure fusion alpha particle profiles in ITER
will be presented
[1] M. Tardocchi et al, Phys. Rev. Letters 107 (2011) 205002
[2] M. Tardocchi et al, Nuclear Fusion 42 (2002) 1273
[3] M. Nocente, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 103501 (2015).
[4] C. Cazzaniga et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum 11E101 (2014)
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In a magnetic confinement fusion reactor, the heating power absorbed by the plasma is mainly
exhausted through the divertor, where the magnetic surfaces intersect the chamber wall. From a
technological point of view, the efforts are directed to the design of plasma facing components and
new materials capable of increasing the life-time and thermal performance. The liquid metal plasma
facing components represent a potential divertor solution due to the their power handling capability
and resistance to permanent surface damaging. Among other liquid metals, Lithium and Tin represents
the most promising candidates. Tin is, unlike lithium, a high Z element (Z=50) and shows overall better
operational conditions, at the expenses of worsening the plasma performance due to higher radiated
power at the temperature of the main plasma. It has a larger operational window due to its low vapor
pressure (300<T<1300 °C), low or negligible activation, low H retention and no safety problems in
combination with water cooling. Nevertheless, for Tin, it is crucial to prove that plasma operations are
possible at a tolerable Zeff value without significant plasma performance degradation. A Tin based
conceptual design of liquid metal divertor has been developed in ENEA: a tungsten fibre Capillary
Pore System (CPS) keeps the liquid Tin on the plasma facing surface, while a helium heated tank
ensures the necessary refilling due to evaporation. Water at 140°C flowing below the CPS maintains
the surface temperature lower than 1300 °C with a heat load up to 20 MW/m2, maintaining good
operational margins in terms of critical heat flux. The simple design and the compatibility with
standard body cassette make possible a faster prototyping for testing in an integrated environment
inside a tokamak machine.
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From point metrology to cloud data for ITER assembly

Luigi Semeraro
Fusion for Energy, ALP, Girona (Spain)
*Corresponding author: luigi.semeraro@f4e.europa.eu

The size and the complexity of the ITER reactor is as to require an extensive use of the most
updated metrology and assembly techniques. ITER components are very large and heavy. Once
the parts will be delivered on site from all around the world, there will be almost no possibility
to fix any kind of mechanical mismatching between adjacent parts. The presentation describes
the strategies F4E /ITER are deploying to mitigate the risk associated to the assembly of the
parts produced by the different domestic agencies. A short pictorial review about ITER project
status will be given emphasizing the role and the objectives of F4E/ITER metrology teams for
the acceptance and assembly of the components.
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Metrology for integration and installation activities at the
PRIMA Test Facility
A. Barzona, F. Degli Agostinia, D. Fasoloa, L. Franchina, M. Tollina, A. Lo Bueb, L. Semerarob
a
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b
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Presenting author: fabio.degliagostini@igi.cnr.it

The ITER project requires, for plasma heating and current drive, at least two Neutral Beam Injectors
(NBIs), each accelerating up to 1MV a 40A beam of negative deuterium ions, so as to deliver to the
plasma a power of about 33 MW for one hour.
Since these requirements have never been experimentally met, it was recognized necessary to build-up a
test facility, named PRIMA (Padova Research on ITER Megavolt Accelerator), which includes both a
full-size negative ion source (SPIDER - Source for Production of Ion of Deuterium Extracted from RF
plasma) and a prototype of the whole ITER injector (MITICA - Megavolt ITER Injector & Concept
Advancement). This realization is made with the main contribution of the European Union, through the
Joint Undertaking for ITER (F4E), the ITER Organization and Consorzio RFX (Italy) which hosts the
Test Facility.
The paper describes the main metrology activities performed in the last three years devoted to the
integration and installation of the large number of items and plant units composing the PRIMA facility.
Particular emphasis is given to the propaedeutic activities consisting mainly in the definition of the
metrology network (the so called Unified Spatial Metrology Network - USMN). The USMN is a feature
of the Spatial Analyzer software (SA) compliant with the ISO standard that using the Montecarlo method
is capable to reduce the global measurement uncertainty. The method is based on the installation and
measurement of a large number of fiducial points (approximately one hundred targets, properly designed
and installed on the PRIMA building pillars and floors). For PRIMA, some local USMN networks have
been built up at different locations (for example inside both the SPIDER and MITICA bio-shields and
inside each building) combined eventually in the definition of the PRIMA USMN network. This
approach allowed the definition of the global reference frame (absolute coordinate system) to be used for
the positioning of all items, while respecting the uncertainty requirements of each component by means
of technologically advanced laser trackers. In the paper some instances will be given like the positioning
of the transmission line and the high voltage bushing support structure for MITICA, the vacuum vessel
and the beam source for SPIDER.
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The realization of the High Voltage Short Gap Test Facilty
L. Lotto*, A. De Lorenzi, N. Pilan, A. Tiso, F. Rossetto, L. Romanato, M. Battistella,
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*Corresponding author: luca.lotto@igi.cnr.it

Voltage holding in vacuum is one of the most critical issues for the experiment MITICA
(Megavolt ITer Injector & Concept Advancement), aimed at realizing of the 40 A – 1 MegaVolt
prototype of the ITER HNB at the Consorzio RFX in Padova. For this reason, boosting the R&D on
this specific problem has been identified as a priority to attain the success of the MITICA experiment.
To this purpose, a dedicated High Voltage Test Facility to test electrodes separated by Short vacuum
Gaps (HVSGTF) has been realized, aiming at studying the fundamental mechanism related to
Fowler-Nordheim electron emission which are at the basis of the voltage breakdown.
HVSGTF is designed to carry out experiments up to 100 kVdc with metal and non metal
electrodes in high vacuum and separated by gaps in the range from 0.1 to 2 mm. This configuration
allows the study of field emission from real surface, in the framework of the recent theoretical model
(Breakdown-Induced by Rupture of Dielectric – BIRD model) elaborated at the Consorzio RFX, with
high electrode electric field but with low voltage, so that the total voltage effect results almost
suppressed.
This contribution describes the technical details of the facility, the architecture of the control
system, and the results of the commissioning.
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Preparation of a double polarity dc experiment at the High Voltage Padova Test
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In the MITICA research program for the construction of the ITER Neutral Beam Injector prototype,
a laboratory for the investigation on high voltage holding in vacuum has been set up and operated
since 2010. This Laboratory - HVPTF: High Voltage Padova Test Facility - is presently capable of
experiments up to 800 kV dc in double polarity configuration. The mission of HVPTF is the support
of the MITICA electrostatic design and the investigation of the physical phenomena governing the
HVdc breakdown in high and medium vacuum. The present contribution describes the general
structure of the laboratory and the preparation of a specific test to study the different role of cathode
and anode on the breakdown onset.
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Proposal for upgrades of the control and data acquisition system of the Negative
Ion Source NIO1
D. Ravarotto, G. Moro, G. Serianni
Consorzio RFX, Corso Stati Uniti 4, I-35127 Padova, Italy
Corresponding author: diego.ravarotto@igi.cnr.it

Power efficiency of neutral beam injectors for DEMO reactor and other fusion applications critically
depends on components, including a multiaperture negative ion source. Its optimization promotes the
research of a rich variety of physical issues, for which reduced-size model sources are of great help.
The ion source NIO1 (Negative Ion Optimization 1) built in Consorzio RFX aims to provide such
model, and a versatile test bench for innovations and for simulation code validations. The modular
design of source and accelerator column allows for replacement of improved parts and electrodes,
and many ports are provided for beam diagnostics and pumping. Electrode design and power supplies
are rated for a nominal beam current of 130 mA at -60 kV, divided into 9 beamlets with multiaperture
extraction electrodes; a 2 MHz radiofrequency generator can provide up to 2.5 kW power in
continuous regime.
This poster describes the NIO1 control and data acquisition system, with a special consideration on
the indications arisen during its operation. The details of the two main versions of the control software
will be presented, together with the operational differences between the two releases. An upgrade of
the control and data acquisition system is proposed to increase the reliability and the scalability of
the device. Subsystems will be distributed and organized following a concurrent scheme.
Programming changes will be shown together with their impact on the system. In this new version
the unique server dedicated to the overall control will be split into several separated clients and
servers, each one dedicated to a specific subsystem. All data will be stored in a hierarchical database,
and summary data will be archived in a relational database. External users will be able to visualize
elaborated data and interact in real time. In addition, the websocket communication standard protocol
will be adapted to NIO1.
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The CAesium Test Stand for the development of the caesium ovens for negative
ion sources
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The ITER Heating Neutral Beam (HNB) injector is required to deliver 16.7 MW of power into the
plasma from a neutralised beam of H-/D- negative ions, produced by an RF source and accelerated
up to 1 MeV. To enhance the H-/D- production, the ion source needs to be coated with caesium to
reduce its work function. Cs must be routinely evaporated in the source by means of dedicated ovens
embedded in the source. Controlling and monitoring the evaporation rate of caesium inside the source
is fundamental to attain the desired performances on the ITER HNB. In the Neutral Beam Test
Facility at Consorzio RFX the prototype RF negative ion source SPIDER has been developed and
built. Currently SPIDER is in operation. In SPIDER, liquid Cs based ovens will be used to inject Cs
vapours inside the source. The CAesium Test Stand (CATS) has been specifically designed and set
up for testing, commissioning, and characterizing Cs ovens in vacuum, in terms of repeatability of
the Cs evaporation and deposition onto surfaces. To this aim, a set of diagnostics were installed: fixed
Surface Ionization Detectors (SID), embedded in the oven and located in front of the oven nozzle
apertures, movable SIDs, to reconstruct the angular distribution of the emission, a quartz
microbalance, at a fixed position to provide the cumulated caesium flux, and the laser absorption
spectroscopy, to measure the line-integrated caesium density. The poster will present the CATS setup with a description of the layout and the present configuration of the diagnostic set-up and future
upgrades.
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Recent development of inorganic scintillators for 2.5 MeV neutron spectroscopy
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A new C7LYC based neutron spectrometer has been recently used for measuring 2.5 MeV neutrons
both on nuclear accelerators and on a Tokamak during nuclear fusion experiments. The detector is
based on an inorganic scintillator crystal C7LYC (Cs2LiYCl6: Ce) enriched with 7Li coupled to a
photo multiplier tube. The absence of 6Li makes the C7LYC insensitive to thermal neutrons while
the detection of 2.5 MeV neutrons is based on nuclear reaction with 35Cl(n,p)35 S. This reaction has
a positive Q-value of 0.617 MeV and, being a two-body reaction, produces a univocal peak in the
recorded pulse height spectrum. The C7LYC crystal is very interesting as a fast neutron spectrometer
also thanks to its capability to discriminate between neutron and gamma-rays. The discrimination is
based on the pulse shape due to the difference of scintillation times between neutron/gammas
induced events. In this work we present 2.5 MeV neutron spectroscopy measurements with 2.5 MeV
neutrons at accelerator facilities. A C7LYC scintillator has been recently installed at the
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) for measuring the neutrons emitted
from D plasmas. The clear response function of the C7LYC detector to 2.5 MeV neutrons together
with its good capability in the n/g discrimination, makes this detector an interesting spectrometer for
D plasmas diagnostics. In particular, its compactness allows for integration in a multi-line of sight
camera where space constraints are present.
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Materials and Technology for Additive Manifacturing
Chairs: S. Ferrero, L. Scaltrito

The session covered the most recent advances in composite and functional materials, innovations for
improved resolution, integration of different processing techniques and creative design for the next
generation of additive manufacturing technology. This session was composed by 13 oral
presentations and 3 posters.
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Additive Manufacturing at Politecnico di Torino: design support for processes,
systems and materials
Luca Iuliano
DIGEP, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
*Corresponding author: luca.iuliano@polito.it

The IAM @ PoliTo, Integrated Additive Manufacturing, is a multifunctional and interdepartmental
center of the Polytechnic of Turin. The center includes the different skills of some departments of the
university, such as the department of management and industrial engineering, the department of
applied science and technology, the department of mechanical and aerospace engineering, the
department of electronics and telecommunications and the department of computer engineering.
The pillars on which the center is based are: university research, the didactic function and finally
technology transfer to companies.
The center is focused on the study of additive manufacturing techniques, especially using metallic
materials. The studies cover the entire production chain from the production to the optimization of
the components up to the characterization phase.
Technology transfer is conducted with the involvement of digital innovation hub. The services
provided are for example: business advice, business network projects and use of infrastructure.
The didactic function is pursued through the establishment of a master degree Programs in Mechanical
Engineering / Materials and a specialization master in additive manufacturing.
The center is funded by both public funding and funding obtained through national and international
research projects.
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Organic Electrochemical Transistors and Additive Manufacturing: a
perspective in sensing and biosensing
Salvatore Iannotta
Former AIV President
Organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) represent a powerful and versatile type of organic-based
device, widely used in biosensing and bioelectronics due to potential advantages in terms of cost,
sensitivity, and system integration. The benchmark organic semiconductor they are based on is
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS). Based on their proven
biocompatibility and their ideal amplifying interface between ionic and electronic signals, OECTs
have shown a marked suitability for studying phenomena depending on fluxes of specific ions, as for
instance, the function of cell membranes and biosystems in general, but also for studying molecular
interactions (e.g., molecular recognition). In addition, the transistor-like architecture of OECTs
promotes device integration in circuits and disposable Lab-On-a-Chip (LOC) and allows the
implementation of multifunctional devices for the study of biological processes and biomarkers. In
this talk several new contributions to the OECTs domain are unveiled: (i) new technological solutions
for the unconventional manufacturing of OECTs, for instance on flexible substrates in kapton or COC,
or through polymeric 3D printing technologies, (ii) the use of OECTs as immunosensors for the
selective, high-sensitivity, label-free detection of markers for inflammatory pathologies, (iii)
fundamental studies on the electronic properties of OECT as a function of process parameters, (iv)
integration of nanogap technology to fabricate nano-channel OECTs with very short response times,
(v) applications of OECTs for real-time monitoring of biological phenomena.
.
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Plant-like soft robots growing by additive manufacturing
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A rich literature exists in bioinspired robotics and recently the use of soft materials and variable
stiffness technologies represents an emerging way to build new classes of robotic systems that are
expected to interact more safely with natural unstructured environments and with humans, and that
better deal with un-certain and dynamic tasks. Despite the big achievements in this field, robotic
technologies are still insufficient to mimic the biological system capabilities in changing their
morphology and adapting their body and functionality during their lifetime. In this perspective, we
are considering plants as an interesting model of movement in robotics, as well as distributed
perception and control, self-growing and adaptable features.
Plants are still a quite unexplored model in robotics and ICT technologies, as their sessile nature
leads to think that they do not move. Instead, they move greatly, on a different time scale,
purposively, effectively and efficiently. To move from one point to another, plants must grow and
continuously adapt their body to the external environmental conditions. By imitating them, our goal
is to develop low-mass and low-volume robots capable of moving by growing. Our biological
models are plant roots and climbing plants. The plants’ ability to grow will be translated by additive
manufacturing processes inside the robot, which creates its body by depositing new materials with
multi-functional properties, on the basis of the perceived external stimuli (without a pre-defined
design). Energy efficiency will be intrinsic to such approach, but we are developing novel biohybrid
energy harvesting solutions to generate energy by interfacing soft technologies with real plants.
Perception and behavior are based on the adaptive strategies that allow plants to explore the
environment.
The potential impact on society of plant-like self-creating robots could be huge and wide, e.g., in
rescue, medical applications, space, or environmental monitoring. Since the design of these robotic
solutions is deeply based on a few selected plant features, a new view of robots for biology can be
envisaged, with the goal to give insights on the organisms themselves and open new exciting
opportunities both in science and engineering.
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SMART3D project (Industry 4.0)
Enrico Tamburini*
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The Additive Manufactruing imposes a new paradigm of the manufacturing process. Application
scenarios to be explored are presented: on the one hand the optimization of mechanical components,
manufactured from metallic materials and on the other the study of integrated production processes
for the manufacture of polymeric electromechanical components.
The project "Smart3D - Polimeric Devices Smart 3D Production Chain" aims to achieve an
integrated production process based on the use of technical polymers, through the adoption of
innovative Additive Manufacturing techniques, laser-assisted welding and automatic testing
machines.
The Production chain of Smart Polymeric Devices requires the development and integration of a large
number of skills:
•

Technical Polymers,

•

Optical metrology,

•

Digitization, topological optimization of the product,

•

Additive processes,

•

Welding processes,

•

Test and Validation,

•

Analysis system (lean manufacturing) will constitute the control body of the integrated

production system, able to operate on the data collected by the sensors to provide support for the
design and implementation of the new project. This system will be used both to describe the
phenomena that occur in production as conditions change and to control the production chain and its
possible evolutions.
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The Production chain of Smart Polymeric Devices.
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Today 3D printing is a well-established technique to obtain prototypes and customized devices,
especially in the field of polymeric additive manufacturing. Also, small to big companies have
started to host a 3D printer in their R&D offices to quickly and easily convert ideas into physical
models. Hence, a big effort has been done by 3D printers producers to improve both printing
accuracy and optimize building times, achieving surprising results. However, advancements in the
field of printable materials don’t run in tandem with technological improvements, especially as
regards functional materials. Functional materials are characterized by different properties, for
example magnetic permeability, thermal or electrical conductivity. Therefore, not only industrial but
also academic requests should be met. Indeed, the employment of performant functional materials
could lead to the printing of functional prototypes in small batches to perform tests or experiments.
With this view, the present work aims to introduce a novel electrically conductive photocurable resin
to print devices by stereolithography. The reported resin is made up by the mixing of poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS). PEDOT is an intrinsically conductive polymer which has already been reported in
literature to fabricate biocompatible and conductive samples [1,2]. The resin composition as well as
the printing parameters were studied and optimized to successfully build complex 3D parts (Figure
1).
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Figure 1. Chain printed with PEGDA-PEDOT resin. (a) printed part, (b) virtual model
Apart from relatively good mechanical properties, this PEGDA:PEDOT (5:1) composite resin showed remarkable
electrical conductivity and improved surface wetting properties. Thus, it is a suitable lightweight material fully
exploitable and integrable in miniaturized systems like microsensors, MEMS and microfluidics devices.
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In the last years, 3D Printing (3DP) is increasing its importance both in science and in industrial
applications due to the peculiar properties and manifolds advantages that the technologies that are
included under this umbrella terms can offer.[1] Without going into details for each technology, it is
implied the possibility to produce components with shapes impossible to obtain by classical subtractive
manufacturing, saving at the same time both raw materials and energy.[2, 3]. Among polymeric 3D
printing processes, light-based technologies (SLA and DLP) are generally known for being the fastest
and most precise. However their main drawback consists in the limited palette of available printable
materials, which restrict the possible applications.
Aiming to widen the range of printable materials for SL-DLP, here we will show different strategies for
producing 3D printable nanocomposites developed in our laboratories (Figure 1). The idea beyond
consists in imparting improved mechanical properties or new functionalities to the printed objects
maintaining at the same time a good printability. In this context we will show that a classical direct
dispersion of fillers in a photocurable formulation followed by the optimization of printing parameters (
what we call “the materials’ engineering approach”)[4, 5] could be overcome by an appropriate design of
the photocurable mixture, adding a bit of materials’ science and chemistry. This allows to obtain objects
with peculiar properties saving a high printability.[6-8]

Figure 1 Different nanocomposites printed in our Labs
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Innovative carbonaceous materials such as carbon nanotubes or graphene represent cutting edge frontiers
of materials science. Despite their astonishing properties, their use as filler for composites production is
limited because of high cost and poor dispersibility in polymeric matrix. Use of carbonaceous material
produced from pyrolysis of wasted biomasses could represent an affordable alternative. These materials
are generally termed as biochar and show very interesting properties such as a high dispersibility in
organic matrix (up to 20 wt.%[1]) and high electrical conductivity. The conductivity of biochar is strongly
related to the highest temperature reached during the pyrolytic process and to the type of inorganic
additives used, if any.
In this work, we report on the use of biochar derived from wasted biomasses by pyrolysis at different
temperatures as a filler for the production of conductive composites. The polymeric matrix tested were
epoxy resin filler percentages ranging from 5 wt.% to 30 wt.%. The electrical conductivity of biochar
powders and of composites was evaluated using the system described in ref.[2] and sketched in Figure 1.
A comprehensive study based on morphological and spectroscopically analysis was carried out and the
main biochar characteristics were related to the different conductivity values and mechanical properties
observed.

Figure 1: Sketch of Measurement set-up for conductivity study of a) carbon fillers and b) composite
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Today, one of the major strengths of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies is recognised to be
the freedom of design. The design freedom offered by AM can be exploited for plastics [1] and metal
components through several design methodologies such as the one of topology optimization (TO) [2].
These techniques need to be considered and adopted already at the design stage. Using AM, the
manufacturing cost is not strongly dependent on the shape complexity [3], hence the design can be
tailored on the required component performance. This work presents a general approach for the redesign
for Additive Manufacturing. The approach includes the definition of a system of procedures, practices,
techniques and rules that must be applied to take full advantage of AM processes. Several industrial case
studies are presented in order to demonstrate the power of the proposed approach including both polymer
and metal components. Each case study provides a validation of the approach for different targets of the
redesign activity developed including the optimisation of assembly operations by reducing the number
of components, increasing the stiffness of the component, improving of the air flow and lightening. The
activities have been developed within the High performance manufacturing (HPM) project.

Figure 1. Guideway for precision machine designed for Additive Manufacturing by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF).
Target: Fitting the components in a commercial L-PBF machine and reducing the number of assembly operations and
the part weight.
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Electrospun nanofibers can be defined as the conjunction point between the nanoscale world and the
macroscopic one, thanks to their diameters, in the range of some tens of nanometers, and their length,
which can reach up to some kilometers. Electrospinning is an electrohydrodynamic technique that leads
nanofibers formation by providing the electrostatic forces, obtained by applying an electrostatic field
between two electrodes. The first one is the tip of needle of the syringe where the polymeric solution is
loaded, while the second one is a grounded substrate (or collector). Strong repulsive electrical forces can
overcome the surface tension in a charged polymeric jet. In contrast to the fibers obtained with
conventional spinning methods, the electrospun nanofibers show interesting morphological
characteristics, like high surface area to volume ratio and small size pores, guaranteeing high porosity.
One of the most important advantage of electrospinning technique is the possibility to obtain a wide class
of nanomaterials. Starting from a polymeric solution of both natural and synthetic polymers and through
a proper chemical or thermal posttreatment, the final nanofibers can be based on metals, metal oxides,
ceramics, and different classes of (bio)composites. Among all composite nanofibers based on the
combination of a conductive filler and a polymeric matrix, bio-composite nanomaterials represent one
of the most interesting class of materials [1]. In particular, we developed bio-composite nanofiber mats,
based on bacteria embedded into Polyethylene-oxide (PEO) nanofibers, as represented in Figure 1. We
selected a specific species of bacteria, named exo-electrogenic microorganisms, which are normally
present into the environment, thanks to their ability to release electrons directly to an electrode surface,
and then to be employed as a sensitive element in some bio-electrochemical devices. The aim of this
study was to demonstrate the capability of nanofibers as storage scaffold, where the bacteria,
encapsulated into nanofibers, preserved their metabolic activity. To this purpose, the bio-composite
nanomaterials were developed as anodic electrode applied into Microbial fuel Cells, demonstrating thus
the bacteria vitality and the consequent correct functionality of these devices. Another important class
of functional materials are the intrinsically conductive polymers (ICPs), which combine unique
properties, such as good chemical resistance, low weight and low production cost, good mechanical,
optical and electrical characteristics [2-4]. Among all the conductive polymers, poly (3,4-
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ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) results to be the most
attractive ICPs, due to its high stability, high electrical conductivity and wide processability [4]. We
studied electrospun nanofiber mats, as 1D nanomaterials, enhancing the intrinsic properties of this kind
of ICPs. All the properties shown by nanostructured samples obtained by electrospinning, such as high
surface area, high porosity, and their ability to offer a preferential pathway for electrons flow, play a
crucial role to enhance the overall performances of ICPs materials in electrochemical applications. For
example, the sensitivity of (bio) sensors can be deeply improved by enhancing the surface area of
samples. In particular, we developed PEDOT: PSS nanofibers, starting from a polymeric blend solution,
where a dopant compound was added to enhance the electrical ionic conductivity, and simultaneously
ensured the nanofiber formation. PEO results to be extremely effective to ensure the nanofibers
formation and to enhance their electrical conductivity. The combination between the intrinsic properties
of ICPs and the features of the nanofibers, opens the door to the production of a high performing sensitive
elements in bio-electrochemical devices.

Fig1. Schematic representation of bacteria embedded into nanofibers

1.
2.
3.
4.

A.L. Rubio, E. Sanchez, Y. Sanz, J.M. Lagaron, Biomacromolecules, 10 (2009)
M.H. Naveen, N. G. Gurudatt, Y.B. Shim, Applied Materials Today, 9 (2017)
J.D.Stenger-Smith, Progress in Polymer Science, 23 (1998);
J. Moon, N. Thapliyal, K. K. Hussain, et al., Biosensors and Bioelectronics, 102 (2018)
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This paper describes the process of repairing a damaged die injection mold using a 5 – axis Hybrid
Milling Machine equipped with a Direct Laser Deposition (DLD) tool. A software developed by the
Authors — DUOADD [0] — is adopted to detect the location of the missing material and to create a
solid model of the damaged spot. The resulting CAD file is used to calculate the toolpaths of the DLD
nozzle for filling the damage spot with new material. Finally, to restore the original shape of the mold,
the surplus of added material is removed by a milling operation. The paper describes every step of the
repair process: from the 3D scanning of the damaged component to the finishing operation. This repair
method can be applied to extend the life of a costly component and to restore the original shape of
valuable objects — e.g. historical or artistic artifacts. The material used for the mold repair is stainless
steel 316L, while the mold is made of hot–die– steel. In this paper the functionality of the repair process
has been investigated checking whether all the damaged spots are properly filled with the new material.
Morover, this work investigates how to perform the milling operations. Specifically, the aim is to restore
the original shape of the object, avoiding mismathches between the machined surface and the original
one. The entire process has been tested on a real die injection mold and the results are reported.
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Laser weldability of polymeric 3D printed parts
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In last years, the awareness in 3D Fusing Deposition Modelling process (FDM) has been arising. This
increasing attention is related to a more and more pressing interest from the industries in obtaining
easily polymeric 3D printed objects as useful prototyping instruments. Indeed, creating prototypes
with this technology leads to a prompt response in terms of processability and properties of the matrix,
unlike other plastic processing procedures like injection moulding or extrusion. Furthermore, several
industrial fields, such as automotive, aerospace, pharmaceutical, electrical, and electronics can take
advantage of 3D printing process in order to create prototyped parts.
Moreover, in all these sectors, post-production processes, such as varnishing, metallization, bonding,
or welding are typically used in order to improve not only the aesthetical aspects, but also the
mechanical features of the final printed parts. With this purpose, a welding process can be employed
as a useful tool to join parts of a single component and, in particular, the laser welding is one of the
most suitable treatment for plastic. Nevertheless, specific materials have to be used in order to
completely harness this technology: in fact, one of the part has to be transparent to the laser
wavelength used for welding, while the other one should have a peak of absorbance closest to the
same wavelength. This aspect must be considered, choosing the polymeric material in a prototyping
phase.
In this work, 3D parts have been printed with different polymeric matrices. The 3D printed specimens
were laser welded and, in order to verify the resistance adhesion of the welded area, were
mechanically tested. Finally, the laser welding efficiency has been investigated on samples obtained
with different processing technologies (injection moulding and film extrusion) and a comparison with
the results of 3D printed samples has been performed.
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Any material consisting of a solid matrix with an interconnected void volume, typically referred as pore
volume, can be generally defined as a porous medium. In nature several systems can be found that can
be classified as porous media, as beach sand, rocks, soils and several biological tissues, as bones and
wood. Artificial porous media are used in several areas such as food technology, environmental
engineering, biomedical and tissue engineering and chemical sciences. Pores are usually interconnected
allowing the flow of one (single phase flow) or more (multi-phase flow) fluids through the material.

The analysis, characterization and understanding of fluid flow in porous media under a wide range of
different thermodynamic, physical and chemical conditions is of great interest. Nonetheless fluid flow
in porous media is quite complex to be investigated, first of all due to the opacity that usually
characterizes porous material, and difficulties in controlled fluid injection and handling. Microfluidicbased models of porous media are emerging as potent tools to address this challenge. Indeed they
provide the right platform to integrate transparent, interconnected porous networks that can be optically
analyzed. In this scenario additive manufacturing is emerging as a leading technology to design and
fabricate microfluidic micromodels to mimic the key features of porous media.

The possibility to characterize fluid motion in relevant porous models plays a crucial role to advance
our ability to characterize and understand key physical phenomena governing fluid flow in porous
media, such as fluid properties, solid-fluid and fluid-fluid interactions, phase trapping, wettability
modification, giving access to a more mature understanding of several natural and industrial processes.
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Thallosjet:
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Thallosjet is located in the Aosta Valley and works in the field of digital inkjet printing.
It is one of the few companies in the world authorised to use Hewlett Packard thermal ink jet
technology, with which it has developed a printer mounting 4 printheads able to move with
extraordinary precision on three x – y – z axes.
One of the versions of the printer was built specifically for scientific research and additive
manufacturing. Ink jet, by its very nature, permits extremely well controlled dosage of deposition.
Suffice it to say that the drops have a volume in the order of a few picolitres and can be controlled
singly, while every printhead has 300 actuators, each of which is able to eject up to 12,000 drops/sec.
The use of thermal ink jet technology makes the printer particularly suitable for research purposes
given that thermal heads cost much less than piezo ink jet heads and are easier to handle. In fact,
the fluids used are contained inside the printheads themselves, which cost just a few dozen Euros. It
is very simple to replace the heads on the printer, without needing to disconnect tubes or carry out
complex filling procedures. In addition, the fact of having 4 heads makes it possible to work with 4
different fluids, or to increase the deposition capacity, as required.
Thallosjet also formulates inks/fluids based on conductive materials, oxides, insulators or biological
materials such as cells, DNA chains, markers…. etc. In line with its business model the company
can supply fluids formulated according to the customer’s specifications or collaborate with the
customer in developing the fluids. It is, in fact, essential for the liquids to have physical/fluidic
characteristics compatible with the printheads, as well as being suited to each particular need.
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PeakJet is a start-up Company born in November last year with the acquisition of some projects
developed by a former Company. That Company was active in the field of inkjet printing for textile
applications using the most suitable off-the-shelf inkjet head for their different products. PeakJet got
some printer projects based on the HP thermal inkjet technology with the aim to improve what
existing and to use the same technology, inkjet heads and drivers, for the micro-deposition of a
variety of materials trying to answer a growing market request. The Printer is a flatbed A3 sized
printer that was developed based on ThallosJet specifications and uses the HP45 head of which
ThallosJet got the right to buy them empty and to fill with whatever fluid. PeakJet is proud to work
in strong synergy with ThallosJet. To share the knowledge on the thermal inkjet and
mechanics&electronics give us the ability to study the Customer needs and to adapt both the Printer
software and the head driver to that specific request. State that, the Printer is particularly suitable for
research and tests purposes, the ease of use and the low cost of the disposable thermal inkjet head
benefit the applications. The Printer can mount up to four heads and the fluid inside could be the
same for all or different for each of them. How to manage the heads is completely up to the User and
the software allows an extremely well controlled dosage of deposition: how and where the single
drop has been jetted is always known. A variety of different materials can be jetted, of course they
must be wholly solved or in a form of suspension containing very small solid parts. The quantity of
material contained in the fluid depends also from its heat sensitivity being the vapour bubble jetting
the drop formed on the surface of the resistors in the thermal head. ThallosJet develops inks from
years and their huge experience will be more than helpful on the optimization or even the formulation
of the fluids. The Printer software allows automatic cleaning cycles and functionality tests, the timing
for cleaning cycle and head purging is User selectable, fluids level is always known same as the
number of jetted drops. It is possible to print bi-directional and to overlap the single passes to
increase the jetted quantity of ink per surface unit. The movement of the head over the two axes, XY, is extremely precise. The height of the printing bar can be linearly increased, along the Z axis, up
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to 150mm allowing the use of different samples trays. The User Manual gives all the information
about the Printer and the software together with the minimum requirements to make the fluid jettable.
The development of the Printer is still ongoing, and some new features will be implemented. We are
attending this AIV Conference to get Researchers requests and to treasure their suggestions to
optimize the product for the application.
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Two Photon Polymerization (2PP) is a powerful additive manufacturing technology already
employed in the field of micro-/nano- engineering. The resolution achieved by 2PP 3D printing
systems is in the range of hundreds of nanometers, but the printing volume is limited to few mm3
and printing times are not negligible. Therefore, it cannot be considered economically efficient with
respect to standard clean room technologies or other Stereolitography (SL) techniques. A possible
solution to this limitation is the embedding of micro-/nano- features fabricated by 2PP inside a
lowresolution object obtained by SL printers. Moreover, 2PP optimized strategies should be adopted
to maximize the resolution and maintain a high printing velocity. In this work, a suspended
microfilter obtained by a 2PP system has been successfully integrated in a 3D printed microfluidic
structure. The microchannel was fabricated by a standard SL printer using a low-cost 3D printing
resin, while the suspended microfilter was obtained using a 2PP Micro-3-Dimensional Structuring
System (M3D) and a drop of Femtobond D resin. An innovative printing strategy was carried out to
maximize the 2PP resolution and optimize the fabrication time. In particular, the X,Y plan was
exploited to build the high resolution mesh, thus obtaining a suspended microfilter that has a final
pores size of 4 m on a considerable area of 0.5 mm2 in an only 30 minutes process. Finally, the
microfluidic filtration was efficiency was evaluated employing size-controlled fluorescent
microparticles.
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Innovation in Large Vacuum System
Chairs: R. Cimino, E. Maccalini

Facilities spanning from accelerator, interferometer and fusion reactor are nowadays pushing the
vacuum technology towards new frontiers. Most of the time to achieve the required characteristics
for each facility, very well controlled process conditions of the materials is required. In order to
achieve this goal, special surface treatments and coatings are required like in the Superconducting
Cavities, New Generation of Synchrotron radiation source, Large Interferometers. This session was
composed by 10 oral presentation and 2 posters.
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SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, a multipurpose laboratory for astrophysics, photon science,
accelerator and particle physics research, is currently building the LCLS II X-ray laser machine. In
the past years the SLAC vacuum group prepared, tested and assembled many of the beamline
components and the activity is still in progress.
This presentation will go through the manufacturing and quality check processes, documentation and
installation check lists that were developed or refined to meet the LCLSII UHV and Particle Free
requirements. In particular to meet the Particle Free requirements new equipment and facilities were
acquired. The vacuum group worked to establish new procedures and made sure that selected
personnel developed the requested skills, best practices and gained the experience necessary to
complete a successful installation.
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The LHC accelerator complex returned in operation in April 2015, after almost 2 years of long
shutdown (LS1) for various upgrades and consolidation programs. During Run2 of operation (20152018), the entire accelerator complex has shown remarkable reliability and in particular, the LHC
operated for more than 3600 fills reaching a total integrated luminosity of more than 150 fb−1.
In 2019, the entire LHC accelerator complex will stop again for 2 years (Long Shutdown 2 - LS2).
This period will be dedicated to the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) and will prepare the CERN injector
complex for the final upgrade of the LHC to High-Luminosity (HLLHC) foresee during the LS3
(2024-2025).
This paper summarizes the vacuum related major issues happened during last 3 years of operation in
the entire LHC accelerator complex and a summary of the most important vacuum observations
along the LHC during the physics runs are presented. In addition, an overview of the planned
activities during the LS2 will be presented and an outlook on the technical challenges for the HLLHC upgrade is given.
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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is affected by a phenomenon, known as electron cloud (EC),
which provokes beam instabilities, heat loads and pressure increases in the vacuum system. Along
the ring, free electrons are generated by beam gas ionization, by beam losses and by photoelectron
production at 6.5 TeV collision energy. During each bunch passage, these electrons are accelerated
by the electro-magnetic field and imping on the vacuum pipe. An increase of the electron flux is also
taking place when the secondary electron yield (SEY) of a material surface, i.e. the production of
secondary electrons per impinging electron, is larger than one. The resulting EC build-up process
can be sustained and amplified bunch by bunch, depending on the LHC beam structure (number of
bunches, bunch population and bunch spacing). This process, called multipacting, generates a cloud.
The Vacuum Pilot Sector (VPS), installed in a dedicated room temperature part of the storage ring,
provides a permanent monitoring of the electron flux and the pressure levels with pick-ups and
Bayard-Alpert gauges. Several technical surfaces, such as ex situ NEG, amorphous carbon coating
and copper, are simultaneously tested with this innovative system.
The main outcomes of this study show that the EC signals have: 1) a linear dependence with the
number of bunches and with the bunch population in the multipacting regime, 2) a build-up threshold
at a given bunch population, 3) a reduction due to beam conditioning. The comparison between
different surfaces shows that amorphous carbon coating reduces drastically the EC build-up, thanks
to its low SEY. Other detailed experimental observations are discussed in this paper.
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The high intensity proton source for the European Spallation Source, designed and commissioned at
INFN-LNS, is able to produce a stable total current between 40 and 125 mA through an 8 mm
extraction aperture, with a proton fraction up to 87%. PS-ESS performances are function of the
characteristics of the plasma generated within it. Therefore, plasma diagnostics plays a key role for
comprehension of the heating mechanism and for further upgrades of proton sources. In this work,
we used Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) to evaluate simultaneously the H/H2 relative
abundances together with plasma and electron temperature in the best operative condition found
during commissioning. Results from OES plasma diagnostics are discussed and compared with
results from beam diagnostics, performed by Faraday-cup and Doppler shift measurement. Benefit
of OES diagnostics and perspectives will be also highlighted.
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LATINO (a Laboratory in Advanced Technologies for INnOvation) is an open Research
Infrastructure that will be hosted at the Frascati National Laboratories of INFN. LATINO will
allow the scientific community and the SMEs to get access to the technologies and competences
developed for particle accelerators. The Infrastructure will be fully operational at the beginning
of 2020 (www.latino.lnf.infn.it). It will be organized in four Laboratories: Radio Frequency,
Vacuum, Magnetic Measurements and Mechanical Integration. In the Vacuum Laboratory a high
vacuum furnace for thermal treatments and brazing and a degassing measurement system to
characterize vacuum materials will be installed. Integrated with the LATINO Infrastructure, there
will be also a laboratory for measurements and characterization of the Secondary Electron Yield
from conductive surfaces both at room and cryogenics temperatures. Detailed surface composition
can also be performed by XPS analysis and Thermal, Photon and or Electron stimulated
Desorption. In the presentation we will give an overview of the overall infrastructure with details
on the equipment oriented to vacuum component measurements, treatment, fabrication and
characterization.
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Virgo is an experimental detector for the measurement of gravitational waves, built in Cascina
(PI) by a collaboration of institutes from various European countries. The apparatus consists of a
gigantic laser interferometer with 3 km long arms entirely kept under ultra-high vacuum in order
to limit various disturbances and interferences. Notable part of the vacuum system consists of 2
rectilinear vacuum chambers 3 km long and 1.2 m in diameter.
After the first gravitational signals observed in 2015 and 2017, the apparatus was stopped and
subjected to a series of technical modifications to improve its sensitivity. About the vacuum
system is reported about:
• commissioning at full capacity of cryogenic panels and titanium sublimation pumps, with which
the system has reached the required residual pressure level (10-9 mbar).
• restructuring of some parts of the plant to avoid local re-injection effects of dust particles
suspected of inducing micro-defects and breaking of critical elements of the experimental
apparatus (quartz fibers).
• study of new pumping systems with low emission of acoustic / seismic noise suitable for
pumping high air loads (N2, O2, Ar); to be implemented and installed as part of the general update
program scheduled for 2020-2021 and called AdV +.
• study of electrostatic charge neutralization systems to be used in vacuum for the main optical
systems.
At present, Virgo is engaged in a data acquisition phase in association with the twin experiments
LIGO (US) and KAGRA (JP, planned for a second phase) and with a network of international
observers, therefore defined as "multi-messenger". The impulse of the new astronomy has
relaunched the study of the next generation apparatuses: these are works of exceptional scale,
normally underground, where infrastructure costs have a serious impact on feasibility. After the
conceptual study carried out in 2011 it is necessary to proceed with a revision of the plans for the
vacuum apparatus and with the preliminary design of the ultra-high-vacuum piping.
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The operation of modern Neutral Beam Injectors (NBI) poses several technical challenges
related to the pumping system, both in terms of pumping speed (hundreds of m3/s) and
capacity. Non-evaporable Getter (NEG) materials present unique features which are appealing
for application in fusion devices, in particular following the recent development of pumping
elements based on ZrVAlTi alloys. These getters, in the form of porous sintered disks, display
high affinity for hydrogenic species, large capacity and strong mechanical resistance to
repeated H2/D2 loading and unloading. Moreover, NEGs’ working principle itself prevents
uncontrolled hydrogen release in case of power outage or subsystem failure, unlike cryopumps,
resulting in increased safety.
The feasibility of a full-scale NEG solution was studied both with experimental investigations
and simulations (AVOCADO code), aimed at validating scaling laws to describe the behavior
of very large pumps. Adsorption and regeneration (i.e. H2 extraction) tests were performed on
getter disks and NEG cartridges of increasing dimensions, in conditions relevant for NBI
application [1], and complemented with simulations. Based on these data, the conceptual
design of a significantly large mockup pump was completed: the mockup is expected to deliver
45 m3/s for D2 at 0.02 Pa and will be tested in 2019 at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
The construction is at advanced stage, and mechanical and electrical aspects of its realization
will be presented, together with a brief discussion of possible working scenarios.

[1] F. Siviero et al., Fusion Engineering and Design, (2019), DOI
10.1016/j.fusengdes.2019.03.026
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In the complex operation of accelerators, material properties of their vacuum components represent
a crucial aspect to assure their best performances. Such properties are not only intrinsic to each
surface but are also related to the many interactions such surfaces will undergo during machine
operation. Among them, photons and/or electrons impinging on the accelerator's wall can indeed
give rise to various detrimental effects. Not only photon- and electron-desorption processes will
take place but also so called “electron cloud effects” (ECE) could be initiated. ECE is known to be
capable to perturb the stability of the beam and, therefore, the overall machine performances. One
of the main parameters influencing ECE in accelerators is the capability of their vacuum
components to produce secondary electrons when an electron impacts the wall. Secondary
Emission Yield (SEY) is defined as the ratio of the number of electrons leaving the sample surface
to the number of incident electrons. Such parameter is specific of each material and have a
remarkable sensitivity to its surface characteristics.
When the vacuum components are at cryogenic temperature, the complexity of such studies is
certainly enhanced by the possible presence of different layers of residual gas molecules that may
be adsorbed on the walls. Not only such adsorbates will modify relevant material properties per se,
but also because they are interacting with photons and electrons.
In this general framework, cryogenic vacuum surfaces of proposed materials to be used, in the LHC
high luminosity upgrade and in FCC-hh must be studied with great details at operating temperature
and in presence of adsorbates. At LNF, a significant effort has been produced to specifically
optimize experimental apparata to study electron and/or photon interaction with cold surfaces.
Some relevant results of this research line will be presented in this talk.
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Accelerators performances should not be affected by any vacuum issues occurring during
operation. Inside their vacuum chambers, the pressure is dynamic and is affected by the interaction
between beam and beam-pipe walls. In circular accelerators like LHC or FCC-hh and in all
Synchrotron Radiation Facilities, the accelerated particles emit a high number of photons that
interact with the wall of the vacuum beam-pipe. This interaction produces different detrimental
effects: gas desorption, secondary electron emission, heat load, etc.. They may contribute to the
instabilities and affect the beam lifetime and the accelerator performances. These effects are
directly connected to material properties such as Secondary Electron Yield (SEY), Photon Yield
(PY), Reflectivity, Photon and Electron Desorption Yield.
At LNF, thanks to the use of SR light emitted from a DAFNE bending magnet, we performed the
first test experiments following simultaneously gas desorption, PY, SEY and surface chemistry
modification (by using XPS spectroscopy) during focussed WL irradiation of a small LHC Cu
sample at room temperature.
In order to improve the possibility to study the photo desorption yield of real long beam-pipes a
new beamline has been design and realized. The new beamline, with a base pressure P < 10-10
mbar, uses collimated white light, with a critical energy of ~ 200 eV, to irradiate beam-pipes with
different length (up to 3 meters) at grazing angles, from less than 1 to 6 degrees. These conditions
are as close as possible to the accelerators operating conditions in order to obtain results that can
be used as realistic input parameter to simulation programs and to validate any proposed design.
The preliminary results and the realization of the new WINDY (White lIght liNe for Desorption
Yields) beamline are presented.
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The old ESRF machine has been in operation for about 30 years. During his life it has been updated
and upgraded many times in order to improve both performances and reliability, that were
remarkable.
The EBS (Extremely Brilliant Source) upgrade program (phase II) has been launched in 2015.
This program has the main goal to increase the brilliance and coherence, by reducing the horizontal
emittance from 4 to 0.13 nm.rad.
To achieve this goal, a new storage ring will replace the old one on the same tunnel, avoiding
building modification or new constructions and keeping beamlines in the same position. Some
other modifications to the Booster, Front–Ends and transfer lines will be implemented in order to
be adapted to the new storage ring.
This presentation will summarize the project of the new machine and the status of the
implementation of the program. Then, will go through the main vacuum related aspects, issues
observed and future activities to be performed until the restart of the machine foreseen by
December2019.
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In High Energy Colliders and,more generally, in particles accelerators,the circulating charged
particles produce Synchrotron Light Radiation (SR). In all cases, the SR impinges against the wall
of the vacuum chambers with a characteristic energy distribution and with a very small incidence
angle. The interaction between SR and the wall surface can induce heat loads, molecular
desorption and photoelectron production. All those phenomenaare dependent on the SR energy
spectrum, the geometrical conditions and the properties of the wall chambers’ material. They may
cause beam andvacuum instability,with subsequent limitations of machine performance and
increase of operational cost. Hence, the choice of materials to be used and their final surface
treatment is one of the important stepof the design phase. Numerical simulation,used to support
thosechoices,base their validity also on the reliability of all input parameters in use. Therefore, the
accuratemeasure of the relevant physical properties of materialsin use, includingtheir behavior
after SR irradiation, becomes a prerequisite to allow accurate predictions. In this work,we present
some of the results of an extensive experimental campaign launched to measureSR related
properties onreal accelerator materials. We measured Photo Reflectivity (R), its geometrical
distributionand the electron produced per incident photon (Photo Electron Yield -PY).The
experiments were carried out at the OPTICS beamline of BESSY-II using a state of the art “at
wavelength”reflectometrystation. This experimental set-up allowed to study candidate materials
for High-Luminosity-LHC and Future Circular Collider (FCC-hh) in experimental conditions
close to the operational ones.
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Renewable Energies and Environment
Chairs: S. Magazù, A. Terrasi

The session was dedicated to the science and technology for the environment and renewable
energies, also in terms of economic sustainability. Particular attention has been paid researches for
photovoltaics, water purification, solar fuels, food sustainability and weather monitoring. This
session was composed by 18 oral presentation and 6 posters.
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High efficiency HJT solar cells: Innovative silicon based PV technology for
reducing energy generation costs in solar plants
C. Gerardi*
Enel Green Power
PV Technology Development – 3SUN
*Corresponding author: cosimo.gerardi@enel.com
Today, silicon is the mainstream commercial technology in the photovoltaic market. The last
years have seen huge cost reductions, which have favored large-scale PV expansion. The PV
market, with a volume of about 100GWp of modules manufactured in 2017, is dominated by
multicrystalline-Si (mc-Si) and monocrystalline-Si (c-Si). Though characterized by limited
innovation, such technologies take many advantages from mature manufacturing processes,
standardized materials and scale economy. To compete in a tough market PV manufacturers
are more and more focusing on technologies able to reduce energy cost, leveraging on high
efficiency solar cells, module durability and higher average energy generation. In such a
context, the innovative hydrogenated amorphous Si / crystalline Si heterojunction technology
(Si - HJT) is very important since it exhibits several fundamental characteristics allowing PV
modules to generate more energy for longer time. Such properties have remarkable effects on
the reduction of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE), which is the relevant parameter of PV
installations. Si - HJT cells are intrinsically bifacial and can be fabricated with a quite simple
industrial process flow at low temperatures (<200°C), thus enabling the use of thinner silicon
wafers and facilitating the implementation of emerging materials, which are typically less
compatible with high temperature processes. Therefore, the technology roadmap of silicon
heterojunction solar cells can rely on the development of several innovations, such as efficient
selective contacts and nanotechnology solutions for improving transparent contacts
performances and light trapping in the absorber material. This work will report the most recent
research and industrial developments for the Si - HJT solar cells, describing the technology
roadmap as well as the expected advantages with respect to conventional technologies.
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Solar Power Forecasting System using WRF meteorological model
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In the field of Energy production, short-range forecast for period on the order of hours to days
are necessary to smoothly run transmission and distribution systems, plan maintenance, protect
infrastructure and allocate units. In particular, forecasting the renewable energy resources on a
day to day basis enables integration of increasing capacities of these variable resources. Despite
the potential for numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to produce accurate forecasts
across time scales, current NWP models often do not provide the most appropriate quantitative
forecasts for the solar energy industry. The Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF)
is the open-source worldwide most used meteorological model. Because weather predictions
internally only require the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) for the model’s energy budget,
the direct normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse (DIF) components are not commonly output to
the user. GHI is much less sensitive to aerosol optical properties than DNI and DIF, and
sometimes NWP models do not account for atmospheric aerosols in the radiative transfer
equation. To solve this problem, a new version of WRF, called WRF-Solar, has been developed
to making the model appropriate for solar power forecasting and comprise 1) developments to
diagnose internally relevant atmospheric parameters required by the solar industry, 2)
improved representation of aerosol–radiation feedback, 3) incorporation of cloud–aerosol
interactions, and 4) improved cloud–radiation feedback. The model builds on the WRF
modeling framework seeks improvement in GHI and DNI forecasts across a range of scales by
blending different forecasting methods into a unified forecast. A field test to compare the
observed and forecast DNI obtained by Solar WRF has been performed during last months in
Sicily.

Here we describe some specific WRF-Solar characteristics and present results

characterizing the model performance during both clear-sky and cloudy conditions.
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Simona Binetti*
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A Crystalline silicon (c-Si) based PV technology accounted for about 94% of the total
production while the market share of all thin film technologies amounted to about 6% of the
total annual production. The reduction in PV module cost progresses with the increase of
production, but we are rapidly reaching a stage where a further decrease in cost is conditional
on the global availability of raw materials. Thus, PV technologies that involve the use of lesser
quantities of cheaper and less refined input materials are favored. Currently, there are several
low-cost inorganic thin-film solar cell options, which have potential for high efficiency and
high stability. Among them, chalcogenide based thin film are very promising expecially
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) since its conversion efficiency reached 23% at laboratory level. Despite
the advantages of CIGS technology, the production of CIGS solar cells is expected to be limited
as results of indium and gallium scarcity and in the last decade, much attention has been focused
on I2-II-IV-VI4 thin films as an attractive possibility for the synthesis of In and Ga free
chalcogenides. Kesterite photovoltaics utilizing Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe)
and Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe) are emerging as the most promising
replacement for the chalcopyrite absorbers, through the substitution of indium and gallium in
the with comparatively abundant and lower cost zinc and tin. Conventional methods for
fabricating Kesterite based solar cells involve vacuum processes, even if the most performing
devices based on CZTS have been realized using a solution-based methodology. In this context,
at MIBSOLAR we develop a chemical procedure to obtain a superior quality CZTS films and
its variant like CFTS composed by highly soluble and inexpensive precursors in a non-toxic
and environmentally friendly solvent. Furthermore, a new alternative to copper zinc tin
sulfide/selenide is copper manganese tin sulfide (CMTS), a p-type semiconductor fully based
on Earth-abundant and low-cost elements which shows an important advantage with respect to
CZTS. Last but not least Kesterite solar cells can be considered the abundant, nontoxic
alternative to perovskites for tandem solar cells. As matter of fact kesterite offers very
interesting key material properties, including a band gap that can be tuned between
100

approximately from 2 to 0.9 eV. In this presentation, we will also discuss the potentiality of
considered tandem structure using CZTS and its variant as absorber layers.
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles decorated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were prepared by
a simple liquid phase process and then deposited as nanocomposite layer between two electrodes.
Optical, structural and electrical properties at different ZnO:CNTs weight ratios were investigated.
The combination between CNTs and metal oxide provides the electrical transduction element and the
sensitive material, respectively. In particular, the UV detection properties of the nanocomposites
were studied by recording the resistance changes of the devices under UV irradiation, at very low
operation voltage. As the device is exposed to the UV light, a sharp resistance increase takes place
and then a drop is observed as the irradiation is stopped. The detection mechanisms are explained by
adsorption and desorption phenomena taking place on the ZnO surface and charge transfer, under UV
irradiation. The hybrid material shows good sensitivity and fast response to UV irradiation, and, in
combination with its intrinsic electrical transduction property, thanks to carbon nanotubes, reveals
itself to be very promising for UV detectors applications. Devices based on such hybrid material
allow to overcome some energy consumption issues, due to low operating temperature and voltage.
Their production methodology and operation conditions are also compatible with low cost plastic
substrates.
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Current automotive requirements are becoming more stringent in terms of devices operation under
high-stress and harsh working conditions, such as high humidity and high temperature. In this
context, passivation layers play a fundamental role in determining electrical and reliability
performances.
This study focuses on primary and secondary passivation layers applied to state of the art power
devices, and their influence on reliability. Power diodes assembled in standard module packages
have been used as test vehicles and High Voltage, High Humidity, High Temperature Reverse
Biased (THBHV-DC) tests were performed in order to stress the whole passivation structure.
A complete failure mode study was performed on a selection of several passivation materials,
involving chemical-physical resistance analysis and reliability stress techniques, leading to the
comprehension of phenomena behind layers degradation.
This analysis was followed by the optimization of the process, passivation material, and layers
structure with the application of specific inorganic and organic layers combination. Our results
reveal greatly improved lifetimes in THBHV-DC trials and show no more signs of physical and
electrical degradation.

[1] Charalampos Papadopoulos, Chiara Corvasce, Arnost Kopta, Daniel Schneider, Gontran Pâques,
Munaf Rahimo, Microelectronics Reliability, 88-90 (2018) 470-475.
[2] Sebastian Kremp, Oliver Schilling, Microelectronics Reliability, 88-90 (2018) 447-452.
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[4] Byoung-Hyoun Kim, Huijung Park, Heeyong Park, Dong Cheul Moon, Thermochimica Acta, 551
(2013) 184-190.
[5] Wenjuan Chen, Wei Chen, Baoqing Zhang, Shiyong Yang, Chen-Yang Liu, Polymer, 109 (2017)
205215.
[6] Christian Zorn, Nando Kaminski, 27th International Symposium on Power Semiconductor
Devices and IC’s (ISPSD), Hong Kong, 2015.
[7] Christian Zorn, Nando Kaminski, 8th International Conference on Integrated Power Electronic
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The aeronautical environment is often contaminated by environmental phenomena, such as
extreme weather events, desert sands, dust and ash volcanic. These issues affecting the aeronautical
sector often cause interruptions to operations and damage to structures.
The most common effect is the temporary operational interruption, which goes from flight
cancellations to airport closings for periods of time ranging from hours to weeks generating huge
economic losses. Added to these are the degrading impact they have on the materials used, causing
damage to the aircraft.
With the aim of improving the quality of the forecasts relating to airspace and the deposit of
volcanic dust on the ground, the development of an integrated modelling system aimed at providing
data that allows to optimize airport operations when such phenomena occur, is shown. This system,
based on the model Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) coupled with chemistry (WRF Chemistry), aims to integrate meteorological data from high-resolution models with volcanological
data, in order to obtain both the forecast of phenomena atmospheric hazards, such as hail,
turbulence and windshear, and quantitative estimates on the transport of desert sands and volcanic
ash into the atmosphere and as a deposit on the ground.
To evaluate the performance of the system, data provided by Doppler radars and Lidar are used, as
well as from data provided by mobile stations and drones equipped with sensors.
Furthermore, the information produced by the model will provide valuable support both to airport
management companies affected by these environmental problems and to other local stakeholders
such as public administrations (for example Civil Protection, Agro-information services, etc..).
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Reliability performances have become a key factor in modern power electronic systems, especially
in the field of energy conversion. This is particularly true for renewable energies and automotive
applications, where the circuitry is usually exposed to harsh environmental conditions of high
humidity, as in the case of off-shore wind turbines [1] or on-board conversion circuits for the
recharge of electric vehicles. In these systems, the combined effects of high humidity and high
voltage can trigger failure mechanisms usually not manifesting at low voltages, leading to
electrical and physical degradation of the devices composing the power conversion circuitry.
At the moment, the most indicated testing approach is the High Humidity, High Temperature
Reverse Bias Test (THBHV-DC) reliability test [2, 3, 4], which gives the possibility to highlight
several failure modes linked to moisture penetration, like electromigration and corrosion
phenomena [5,6].
In this work, a customized measurement system has been implemented in order to perform
THBHV-DC tests with active monitoring of the devices under test (DUTs).
In addition, several software and hardware implementations have been developed in order to
perform advanced test control and evaluate methodological variations on the test, giving the user
a higher freedom of choice in controlling and studying various test conditions. Each
implementation in the system setup has been then complemented by further electrical testing and
failure analysis methods for extended validation of the system. Thanks to this approach it was
possible to create a versatile and stable setup, able to provide good insights on test methodologies
and design improvements.
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Hybrid polymeric membranes have been prepared to be used as adsorbent or photocatalyst for dyes
(Methyl Orange-MO and Methylene Blue-MB) removal from water [1]. The investigated polymeric
material is NexarTM polymer [2-3], a sulfonated pentablock copolymer (s-PBC), whose structure is
formed by tert-butyl styrene, hydrogenated isoprene, sulfonated styrene, hydrogenated isoprene,
tertbutyl styrene (tBS-HI-SS-HI-tBS), characterized by high hydrophilicity and a structure that allows
high stability in water but also large water absorption. Nexar has been loaded with graphene oxide
(GO), and photocatalysts as titania or bismuth oxide in order to increase its mechanical and thermal
stability and the adsorption efficiency and to confer it a photocatalytic activity [2-3]. All the
investigated materials showed a very large efficiency in removing MB just by absorption processes,
eventually enhanced when photocatalytic processes occur. For what concerns MO, Nexar GO
composite showed the same efficiency but less toxicity in dye photodegradation with respect to the
composite with titania. Furthermore, in the case of the composite with bismuth oxide, the formation
of the Bi/Bi2O3 mixture confers to the polymer a photocatalytic activity under visible light as shown
for MO degradation [3].
The use of polymeric nanocomposites is to be preferred with respect to nanomaterials directly
dispersed in water, since these can be easily removed at the end of the process wihout any dispersion
of nanoparticles in the enviroment and they can be regenerated and used again. The comparison
between the activity of nanomaterials dispersed in water with the activity of the same amount of
nanomaterial but dispersed in the polymeric matrix also evidenced a synergic effect of the polymer
in increasing the degradation activity of the filler [1-3].
The hypothesis of using sulfonated pentablock copolymer nanocomposites in water purification
application is finally confirmed.
[1] S. Filice, D. D’Angelo, S. Libertino, I. Nicotera,V. Kosma, V. Privitera, S. Scalese, Carbon 82 (2015) 489-499. [2]
S. Filice, D. D’Angelo, A. Scarangella, D. Iannazzo, G. Compagnini and S. Scalese, RSC Advances 7(72) (2017),
45521-45534.
[3] D. D’Angelo, S. Filice*, A. Scarangella, D. Iannazzo, G. Compagnini, S. Scalese, Catalysis Today 321-322 (2019)
158-163.
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The emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the serious environmental problems and has been
recognized as the main contributor to global warming and climate change [1]. The Transnational
Paris Agreement signed in 2016 set the goal for governments to limit the further emission of CO2
into the atmosphere to reduce interference with Earth’s climate system, which is essential for
sustainable food production and economic development [2].
The emission of CO2 can be reduced through several ways and its separation by polymeric
membranes is considered one of the promising options for its capture. However, this technique
suffers of a low throughput and the challenge is make selective layer very thin to achieve high flux
[3]. Nanotechnology efforts are focused on reducing the thickness of the membrane to be as thin
as possible (<50 nm). Nano constrain on selective layers can produce different macromolecular
conformations and crystallization processes such that to obtain exceptional results in terms of
permeance and selectivity. Unfortunately, these researches are still far from technology transfer
because of low reliability.
We develop a high vacuum system to measure gas transport properties of polymeric membranes
without artefacts [4]. Studies on CO2 permeability of PDMS membranes with thickness ranging
from 200 nm to 100 µm have revealed a thickness dependence of the gas flux on the thickness.
This phenomenon is related to Non-Equilibrium Conditions (NEC) at the membrane surfaces and
is valid for any couple of gas/polymer [5]. Considering this drawback, we have developed PDMS
membranes with nano corrugated surfaces. The results show that for thicknesses such that NEC
limits the gas flux, the roughness increases the permeance and have effects also on the selectivity
[6]. This simple modification allows to enhance the gas throughput and it is cost effective because
of its easily of fabrication.
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Low dimensional nanostructured materials are building blocks for the next generation technology
[1]. The attractive properties displayed by these nanostructures depend on their atomic scale
structures that can be tailored for appropriate physico-chemical functions [2]. The design and
synthesis of these organic-inorganic hybrid molecular materials by the bottom-up approach result
in the fabrication of functional nanocomposites that display structural control [3,4]. These systems
find wide applications in various electronic, magnetic and/or photonic devices such as memories,
sensors, switches, organic light-emitting diodes, organic field effect transistors, molecular
machines and, in general, stimuli-responsive materials (SRMs). SRMs undergo reversible changes
in one or more properties upon application / removal of an external stimulus. Engineering of
inorganic surfaces by covalent assembly of functional molecules (Figure 1) represents the most
suitable approach for the synthesis of these SRMs nanomaterials and subsequent integration within
electronic and/or optic circuits.

Figure 1. Covalent assembly of functional molecules on appropriate surfaces.

[1] R. K. Joshi, J. J. Schneider, Chem. Soc. Rev. 41 (2012) 5285-5312.
[2] Low-Dimensional and Nanostructured Materials and Devices. (Eds.: H. Ünlü, N. J. M.
Horing, J. Dabowski), Springer, Heidelberg (2016).
[3] P. Murugan, M. Krishnamurthy, S. N. Jaisankar, D. Samanta, A. B. Mandal, Chem. Soc.
Rev. 44 (2015) 3212-3243.
[4] J. L. Zhang, J. Q. Zhong, J. D. Lin, W. P. Hu, K. Wu, G. Q. Xu, A. T. S. Wee, W. Chen,
Chem. Soc. Rev. 44 (2015) 2998-3022.
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Environmental contamination has become a challenging issue because of the uncontrolled use of
synthetic agrochemicals for plant growth. In order to reduce the soil waste and the inefficient
fertilization, scientific interest is recently devoted to develop nanoparticles as alternative fertilizers1.
Nanoparticles can vehicle fertilizers allowing their enhanced and prolonged delivery to or uptake by
plants, moreover, they are biologically active themselves owing to their highly reactive surface. In
our work, we realize innovative smart nanocomposites, based on metal oxide nanoparticles (MeO
NPs) coated with chitosan, by an environmentally friendly chemical preparation. As MeO NPs we
have chosen Copper Oxide and Cerium Oxide NPs, because they are more efficient than bulk
materials in the photosynthesis and production of metabolites of many plants2,3. Chitosan has been
selected since its well-known antimicrobial, antimycotic and biostimulant activities in plants4.
Furthermore, the use of chitosan as a coating agent of the MeO NPs will allow a smart release of
fertilizer that will be triggered in response to the environmental condition, such as pH. We will show
the reached accurate control of the density and size of the synthesized nanocomposites, as
demonstrated by structural and optical investigation. In particular, the morphology and size
distribution is studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy and Dynamic Light Scattering. The nature
of the MeO NPs core will be further analyzed by UV-vis absorption and by photoluminescence.
Moreover, we will take into account the release properties over time mediated by polymer
degradation, induced by proper stimuli. This approach has great potentiality for applications in
developing agrochemical carrier and pesticides delivery.
[1] Melanie Kah et al., Nature Nanotechnology, 13 (2018) 677–684.
[2] Wade H. Elmer and Jason C. White, Environmental Science Nano, 3 (2016) 1072-1079.
[3] Jie Hong et al., Science of the Total Environment, 563-564 (2016) 904-911.
[4] Massimo Malerba and Raffaella Cerana, Polymers, 10 (2018) 118.
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The generation of Hydrogen by electrolysis using the solar energy is a promising strategy that can
pave the way to a sustainable energy economy [1]. However, to date it needs to be improved in terms
of efficiency and durability to become appealing. A crucial factor is represented by the electrode and
catalyst materials. Among the catalyst, IrO2 represents the best compromise for an active and stable
oxygen evolution reaction, however it is precious and rare and an affordable technique consists in
depositing a thin layer on the surface of a less noble metal, such as nickel or steel. The deposition of
IrO2 usually requires high temperature (200-1000°C), high purity precursors and complex
experimental set up. In this paper we propose the use of spontaneous galvanic displacement followed
by thermal annealing in air, as a promising and simple deposition technique to cover nickel foam
electrodes (figure 1) with IrO2. The experimental conditions have been optimized in order to improve
the catalytic activity during water splitting measurements in 1M KOH. Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) analyses, coupled with X-ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDX) and X-Rays
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) show that, under proper deposition conditions, we can overcome
the limits of other deposition techniques, achieving a uniform IrO2 coverage throughout the 3D
structure of the Ni foam. Such a condition is crucial for the long term stability of the electrodes under
constant current stress [2]. The amount of Ir on the Ni foam has been experimentally evaluated,
obtaining optimal results with 8 g cm−2 of noble metal in a 0.16 cm thick electrode. Such a value is
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more than two orders of magnitude lower than typical values employed in the PEM electrolyzers,
therefore making the present approach very promising.

Fig 1: IrO2 particles on Ni foam.

[1] J. Jia et al. Nature Communications 7, 13237 (2016)
[2] R. G. Milazzo et al, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 43, (2018), 7903-7910.
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Graphene-based materials, including single-layer graphene and derivatives such as graphene oxide
(GO), have received growing attention from the scientific community in the past few years. It is
possible to find many studies in literature about graphene-based membranes applied for water
purification. In this context, GO membranes find application for their natural hydrophilicity and
intrinsic stacked structure, holding inside channels whose dimension is slightly less than 1 nm. These
particular properties make them promising as nanofiltration membranes for ultraselective separation
and water desalination, together with their low cost, ease of preparation and scalability. In this study,
the stability of GO membranes in water is analyzed, together with details about their preparation, a
crucial step to improve their performances. Characterization techniques like FESEM, XPS, XRD, IR
are employed to study the physical and chemical structure of GO membranes. GC-FID and UV-Vis
spectroscopy are the two techniques employed to quantify the filtration performances of the GO
membranes. Promising results using such membranes are shown for water purification from
pollutants like toluene, hexane and methylene blue. Proof of principle of phase separation are reported
together with rejection above 90% for only few ppm of pollutants in water.

Figure 1. Working principle of GO membranes, showing the water molecules passing through the stacked structure
of the membrane.
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Electrochemical water splitting is considered one of the most efficient and reliable approaches to
produce hydrogen from renewable energy. Solar water splitting, in particular, can be a promising
alternative to the CO2-emitting fossil fuel based energy systems, although the cost of
photovoltaicelectrochemical systems is still high compared to conventional carbon based methods for
Hydrogen production. Alkaline water electrolysis can allow low cost because it can use non-precious
catalysts. However, direct coupling of electrolysis and photovoltaic cells in an integrated system
implies the operation at room temperature and at low current density. On the contrary, electrolysis
cells are usually optimized for operating at about 80 °C and the general aim is to obtain high power
densities in very compact stacks. In order to achieve high electrolyser efficiency (>75 %) at ambient
temperature, without large cost increase, electrode material with high catalytic activity becomes
crucial and suitable setups need to be identified. In this paper we present an electrochemical system
optimised for operation at room temperature, based on alkaline electrolysis and Ni foam electrodes.
Nanocatalysts have been deposited on the Ni surface by spontaneous galvanic displacement. The
deposition conditions, as well as the catalyst amount have been optimized in order to improve not
only the catalytic activity, but also the stability. The performance has been evaluated by using KOH
1 M electrolyte solution for operation at room temperature (22 °C).
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Scope of work is to show how corrective maintenance of exiting photovoltaic plant can improve the
production of renewable energy and contribute to reduce CO2 emission with a benefit on pay-back
time of investment.
A summary of common activities oriented to improve the production of energy and the analysis of
the applicative rule and procedure guideline of Italian Energy Service Authority GSE (Gestore dei
Servizi Elettrici) will introduce a practical example with improving of energy production and revenue
generation.
The aim of the study is to show the state of art, and to describe the technical activities required under
the perspective to maintain the feed-in premium paid by GSE.
The presented case study of Revamping of a large-scale PV Plant located in Sicily helps to understand
the benefit of the activities with regard the increasing produced power and the economical analysis
shows that the payback period is sustainable.
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It is undoubted that organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites have been representing a scientific
breakthrough in the photovoltaic field since 2009 when they were applied to replace photoactive dyes
in hybrid solar cells. Further development has been highly boosted by a large and enthusiastic effort
of the worldwide scientific community to improve the response to sun light. The current certified
maximum efficiency is 23.7%. The exceptionality of this class of materials resides in their soft nature.
The long diffusion lengths of the photo-generated carriers, the wide absorption range, the direct and
tunable bandgap are mainstays. It is equally true that the low structural stability of the hybrid
perovskites, primary MAPbI3, risks to severely retard their wide-range applications in low cost/high
yield devices. A large effort is consequently needed to frame the instability sources and degradation
mechanisms in relationship with the operation conditions, including temperature, illumination,
humidity, contaminants and boundary materials in the final architecture. One of the most used
strategies is this perspective is the changing or mixing different cations, (MA+, FA+ and Cs+) to
improve the lattice stability. Although the overall scenario is brighter than years ago, reliable and
long-lasting solutions to avoid back-reaction of perovskites to the starting organic and inorganic
components and indeed to extend cell durability are under spotlight. For the market uptake, moreover,
device architectures, to be produced via simple and sequential steps, being free of contaminants and
at low environmental impact, are warmly encouraged to catch the interest of investors. A critical
analysis of the available data indicates that degradation under ambient conditions is a
defectgeneration process that is highly localized on surfaces and interfaces, while it is further
enhanced above the tetragonal-cubic transition at

54 °C. Within this context, we discuss the

conservative role of N2 and propose strategies for the emergence of industrially viable hybrid
photovoltaics. The paper will thus frame strengths and weaknesses of hybrid perovskites for nextgeneration photovoltaics in view of their extended use and dissemination in daily life.
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Transparent electrodes (TE) are critical materials for many devices in strategic technological areas such
as photovoltaics (PV) and flexible electronics. In the case of thin film PV, the thickness of the TE must
be reduced with respect to standard bulk solar cells, this being a big issue in terms of electrical and optical
properties. In the field of flexible electronics, the robustness and reliability under bending conditions is
another hot topic to be considered. The need of simultaneously good electrical,optical and structural
properties for TE pushes to study new materials with respect to the standard TCOs (transparent
conductive oxides) largely employed today, often containing expensive and toxic elements such as In.
Among these new materials, AZO/Ag/AZO multilayer structure (AZO = Al-doped ZnO) has shown very
promising capacity of facing all the requirements for being one of the next generation TE. We grew
AZO/Ag/AZO films on Si, quartz and plastic substrates in order to measure, electrical optical and
bending properties. Samples contain 10nm of Ag intralayer in between 2 AZO films, each of different
thickness in the range 25-85 nm. The ultrathin metal layer accounts for a very low electrical resistance
(lower than a single TCO layer 10 times thicker ) but high optical transmittance in the visible range. Also
the flexibility benefits of the ductility of the metallic intralayer and of the very low thickness of the whole
structure (about 100 nm) with respect to standard TCO. By properly choosing the thickness of the AZO
top and bottom layers, we show as the optical reflectance of the film can strongly be lowered to match
the requirements for a specific application (e.g. thin film photovoltaics). A step ahead is a similar
multilayer but with a Ag mesh insteadof a film, with benefits in terms of optical transparency and
mechanical flexibility. To this end, we studied innovative IZO/Ag_mesh/IZO (IZO= In-doped ZnO)
structures fabricated via colloidal lithography. Well-defined Ag grids were realized by covering an IZO
film with a single layer of polystyrene spheres (1.6 μm in diameter) through the Langmuir-Blodgett
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process: we fabricated IZO/Ag/IZO multilayers having different Ag grids in terms of thickness and mesh
openings. We found excellent electrical properties and a significant enhancement of the infrared
transmittance (Rs=16.4 Ω/and 푇̅300−1300=66%) with respect to state-of-art transparent electrodes. In
summary, we show how very thin TCO/Ag/TCO multilayers, with selected thickness of the two AZO
layers andonly 10 nm of Ag, or with Ag mesh, produces one of the most electrical reliable, structural
flexible and optically tunable material to be employed as TE.
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The design of graphene-based (G) hybrid nanomaterials for photocatalytic applications is one of the
most promising routes in the field of water remediation. The combination of G with photoactive
materials strongly improves the photocatalytic activity by boosting the separation and transfer of
photo-generated charges, which drastically affects the photocatalytic performances. As it turns out,
organic photosensitizers, which have an excellent visible-light (VL) activity, coupled with the charge
transfer properties of G materials represent cutting-edge water treatment technology. In this work,
hybrid nanocomposites were realized by combining highquality 3D graphene and photoactive
porphyrins [1]. First, graphene was grown on Ni foam by Chemical Vapor Deposition, and
characterized by Raman spectroscopy. Then, cyclic homo- and co-polyporphyrins were deposited
onto 3D graphene by spin-coating and a time-saving nickeletching procedure has been developed
preserving the graphene 3D network. The samples were morphologically characterized by SEM and
AFM analyses and, finally, methylene blue photodegradation and recyclability tests were carried out
by using only 0.4 mg of photoactive material, showing outstanding performances. The sterically
hindered cyclic poly-porphyrins increased the number of photoactive sites, limiting the formation of
agglomerates, and thus improving the charge transfer process onto the graphene. Moreover, the
polymer coating protects graphene from the direct exposure to light, dyes and OH• radicals, which
drastically reduce the photocatalytic efficiencies. The higher activity of the copolymer was attributed
to: (i) the presence of secluded porphyrins along the cyclic chains and (ii) the higher molecular weight
than homopolymer. These results open the route for VL water treatment technologies based on
innovative hybrid nanomaterials through a direct and extensive contact between the G and the
photosensitizer polymers via non-covalent interactions.
[1] Ussia M. et al, Sci. Rep., 2018, 8:5001
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The constant growth of the offshore oil and gas industry raised questions about its impact on marine
ecosystems and biological resources. Considering the potential adverse impacts on the marine
environment, a greater level and continuous monitoring of the offshore sites, detecting the presence
of pollutants, may be required. The here presented research was focused on the design of an
autonomous system for detection of heavy metals in water by spectrophotometric analysis. The
ground-breaking idea is the implementation of a system inspired to the latest innovative techniques
in the field of the microfluidic analysis, based on Lab-on-Chip. Such a choice is due to the unique
advantages in terms of reduction of sample and reagents volumes, energy budget and analysis times,
besides the possible multi-element analysis on the same sample. Hexavalent Chrome, Zinc and Nickel
were first considered as detected metal ions. Main process parameters were optimized, to be suitable
for a miniaturized and portable device, for real time monitoring system, starting from the standard
methods reported in literature. Involved volumes, manageable by a microfluidic device, suitable
solvents and acid solutions, reagents amount, aging effect, reaction times and the radiation of the
sample by a single wavelength visible source were considered. The influence of each parameter was
investigated individually, all the optimized values were merged to test any possible mutual effects. In
both cases, the optimized method provided a good agreement of the calibration curve with Lambert
& Beer law, till metal concentrations of 5-10 ppb. The methods were implemented on the automated
microfluidic system, where the filtered sample is suitably mixed with the reagents by automatic,
electronically controlled syringes. Bubble traps and high-pressure draft valves, suited to work up to
100 bar, allow the system to be embedded, through a cylindrical plastic payload, in an Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV), guided in deep water (down to 300 meters) near any interesting site. Test
on the bench prototype confirmed the encouraging results obtained at laboratory scale, moreover, test
on the field have demonstrated the validity of the system and its complete automation.
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Nowadays metal nanoparticles are subjected to extensive research thanks to their properties that differ
from that of their bulk counterpart: the enhanced surface area makes them more reactive to certain
molecules and thus they can be used for a variety of medicals and healthcare applications.
Platinum is also the most widely used catalyst for many electrochemical applications, such as fuel
cells or photo-electrochemical water splitting cells. Silicon is a very promising material to be used in
energy conversion devices because of its abundance, non toxicity and tunable electronic properties,
but the slow charge transfer and the recombination mechanism seriously hinder its performance.
Modifying Si surfaces via metal nanoparticles improves the photo-electrochemical (PEC)
characteristics of Si electrodes, such as their catalytic ability and stability. It is therefore clear that a
detailed study on the nucleation and growth mechanism of metallic nanoparticles on the considered
substrate is definitely of interest. In this work we analyze the electroless platinum deposition
mechanism with galvanic displacement on Si substrates. Results, based on Rutherford Backscattering
spectroscopy and electron microscopy techniques, have outlined a progressive nanoparticle
nucleation with a diffusion limited growth. An advanced characterization with High resolution TEM
has pointed out the unique crystalline arrangement of each cluster, showing a very peculiar nanoporous structure, as shown in fig.1.
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Fig 1: PtNP particles on Si(100)

[1]. B. Frabe et al Langmuir 32, 11728-11735, (2016).
[2]. R. G. Milazzo et al ECS Journal of Solid State Science and Technology 3, 235-242 (2014)
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We present a formulation of the Finite Element Method (FEM) dedicated to the solving of Maxwell
equations in 2D and 3D systems and adapted to the calculation of the Quantum Efficiency in
microstructured photovoltaic devices. The use of FEM allows performing really precise calculations
of the electro-magnetic energy absorbed by complex structures and gives us a useful framework to
perform in the future multi-physics simulations (e.g. electrical simulations). The code we developed
uses the FEniCS computing platform for solving Maxwell equations and Gmsh as 3D finite element
mesh generator.
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Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) have become increasingly promising materials for a wide range of
technologies because of their high surface area, versatility, and chemical stability. MOFs are hybrid
porous complexes in which periodic arrangements of metal clusters are connected by organic ligands.
Among all possible MOFs topologies, ZIF8 that consists of Zn(MeIm)2 (HMeIm: 2-methylimidazolate),
can be considered the zeolyte network more easily to obtain due its intrinsic structure and has great
potentialities for gas and energy storage, chemical sensing and nanodevices. Several synthesis methods
based on direct approaches, like solvothermal or microwave-based and electrochemical protocols, and
on layer by layer deposition (LBL) carried out by employing OH or NH2terminated surfaces, have been
proposed to obtain ZIF8 film. Here, through direct synthesis and by changing the solvent, it has been
studied the role of surface chemistry on ZIF8 film growth. Si (100), Quartz, amorphous Si (a:Si) and
silicon with native oxide have been employed as surfaces. The film preparation was carried out through
sequential one-pot method, without additive, at room temperature and using a mixed Zn nitrate and
imidazole solution either in MeOH or EtOH. Films were characterized by ellipsometry, XRD, SEM and
XPS. Using MeOH a solvent, fast ZIF8 nucleation was observed both in solution and on the surface
leading to powders and thick films. Well-grown films were, hence, obtained on quartz, a:Si and Si(100),
while a poor coating was formed on SiO2. From ethanol solution, slower grow rates occurred, so that the
crystal formation in solution was negligible and thinner films compared with the ones in MeOH were
deposited. The lower polarity of ethanol slows down the homogenous nucleation and allows to detect the
substrate effect. The different surface reactivity towards ZIF8 functionalization is attributable to the
diverse silanol densities on the various surface and, in turn, to the different Lewis basic strength which
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can accelerate imidazole deprotonation. Si(100), being the surface with lower silanols density and
exhibiting more basic behaviour, promotes the imidazole deprotonation, key step of ZIF8 formation.
Indeed, Si results the most reactive surface towards ZIF8 functionalization and the growth rates on the
diverse substrates increases according to the following order SiO2<quartz<amorphous Si< Hterminated
Si.
Another promising subclass of MOFs is Fe-based MIL (Material of Institute Lavoisier) built from
trivalent Fe3+ centers and carboxylate ligands. Particularly, MIL-101 and MIL88 are framework isomers
shaped from the same precursors but with different connectivity. Synthesis conditions, like temperature,
reaction time, pH and the presence of additive, drive the deprotonation of carboxylic linkers and
condition the MOF morphology leading to specific networks. Several examples of MIL-101 and MIL88 (Febased) crystals have been obtained mainly by microwave-assisted and solvothermal route in
presence of polymer and/or stabilizing agents, and characterized by long reaction times (12-24 hours)
for hydro-thermal synthesis. Whereas, there are few examples of MIL films, carried out through coating
techniques like Langmuir Blodgett and spin-coating which are usually polymer-assisted to optimize the
surface adhesion and, through direct growth on pre-functionalized surfaces after long immersion time.
In this study, in addition to the ZIF-8 film growth, it has been investigated the role of the acid additive
and SAMs functionalization on the MIL phase, the surface coating and growth rate. Particularly, Febased
MIL-101 and MIL-88 film were directly grown from solution on Si (100) surface through three different
protocols in order to implement a new fast and facile synthesis route. MIL film with different
morphology, crystallinity and coverage have been obtained and characterized by chemical, structural and
optical data.
Then, either ZIF-8 and MIL films have been grown on copper foils through different synthesis protocols
in order to study the electrochemical properties. In addition, ZIF8 coating copper foils have been also
doped with lithium salts, in order to investigated how the doping can influence the charge/discharge
profile of lithium ion cell.
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The purpose of this work deals with the study and the development of materials and devices,
concerning drones, when exposed to environmental degradation conditions and irradiation of
neutrons and charged particles.
In particular, the materials to be used in UAV prototypes will be identified with the aim of reducing
the overall weight by ensuring an adequate structural strength. Composite materials will be
considered for improved resistance to volcanic dust, which can be a valid alternative to the materials
currently in use. Such materials will be characterized by means of spectroscopic techniques, i.e.
InfraRed (IR) spectroscopy and Raman scattering.
Finally, the behaviour of electronic devices when exposed to neutron and charged particles irradiation
will be investigated. It is well-known that neutron irradiation causes effects that can be destructive or
transient, long-term cumulative degradation, or changes in the atomic structure. In this context,
irradiation on electronic devices can provide a valid test of reliability and durability. These effects
affect reliability, performance, and operation, resulting in temporary events and/or irreversible
damage to the affected component, the so-called Single Event Effects (SEE). Ensuring high levels of
SEE tolerance due to atmospheric neutrons is of almost importance. In this framework, the electronic
devices that will equip the drones will be irradiated with portable, low energy sources, less than 15
MeV and with a flux of 2 x 108 n/sec, with stationary sources and pulsed neutron sources, up to equal
energies a 800 MeV. It will be possible to perform long-life and reliability tests at high speeds with
respect to the real environment.
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Si nanowires (Si-NWs) are widely studied for nano-electronics, for example in photovoltaics because
they bring many advantages like waveguide action, improvement of the light harvesting, decoupling
of the photon absorption from the carrier collection paths making the coupling with radiation more
efficient, transformation of the band gap into a direct one via quantum size effects. VLS-CVD is the
most widespread method of Si-NWs synthesis using gold (Au) as catalyst but Au particles remain on
the tip of the Si-NWs at the end of the growth. This fact represents an issue because Au generates a
deep acceptor state at Ec- 0.54 eV in n-type Si and a donor level at Ev-0.35 eV in p-type Si that
significantly reduce the device efficiency. Developing an effective method of Au removal is essential
for the production of more efficient devices. Indeed, suggested methods are till now inefficient, oxidize
the Si-NWs sidewalls or produce structural damage on the Si-NWs inner core. In this work, a physicalchemical characterization highlights that a 1-2 nm thick shell covering the Au tip acts as a barrier for
the Au removal; a detailed studied of its chemical composition is presented. The layer formation is
related to the heating/cooling and consequent phase separation processes taking place in the eutectic
particles. A new approach fast and efficient for the Au removal is then proposed. The characterization
after the chemical etching is also performed to check the eventual alterations in the Si-NWs
morphological features and the removal efficiency.
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